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The Northeast Texas Consortium - NETnet
The Northeast Texas Consortium of Colleges and Universities is the collaborative effort of
the higher education institutions of Northeast Texas to bring a wide range of training and
education to 50 rural counties containing 46% of the rural Texas population. The
organization provides significant technology and telecommunications services to its
constituent organizations. The services range from the coordination of educational network
technologies; to distance learning curriculum development; to staff training and technical
support; to grant and project management. The Northeast Texas Consortium supports
distance learning programs with numerous organizations leading to careers high demand
fields of nursing, manufacturing, biotechnology, multi-craft maintenance, IT, and
environmental science.
The Northeast Texas Consortium (NETnet) provides aggregation of broadband network
facilities for its members to deliver videoconferencing capabilities for training, educational,
and medical healthcare purposes, as well as data capabilities for information access and
resource sharing. NETnet provides access to the Internet, along with access to the
Lonestar Education and Research Network that provides further access to Internet2 for
research purposes. NETnet’s membership of higher education institutions also supports
public schools and healthcare institutions in the 50-county region of Northeast Texas.
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Executive Summary
The Northeast Texas Consortium (NETnet) is undertaking a broadband network
assessment to determine long-term strategies and objectives to meet the current and
future needs of its members. The Consortium has operated a wireless microwave network
and fiber-optic infrastructure installed from time to time with available funding. This network
has worked well for 15 years and been a pivotal source of broadband capacity for area K12 schools, colleges and universities, and healthcare organizations.
Now NETnet is considering greater use of fiber-optic network capacity pursuant to a longterm plan to reduce its ongoing leased services costs. Gaining greater control of the
network will provide economical expansion of bandwidth to its members and offer the
latest broadband services that will support the consortium for the next 20 years. NETnet
believes that an initiative providing for management of regional fiber-optic capacity may be
the best way to insure that it is able to address the needs of its members, and be able to
maintain financial viability, therefore insuring the sustainability of the network and the
mission of the Consortium.
Assessment of the needs of NETnet members and the larger region suggests Wide Area
Network (WAN) planning would be very beneficial. This report will provide a long-term
needs assessment for the Northeast Texas Consortium’s constituents and member
organizations, defining what services will be required and how the Northeast Texas
Consortium can support the needs of its member organizations into the future.
The report provides a high level business, financial, technical and operational plan to the
Northeast Texas Consortium. The report identifies where capacity is required to meet the
needs of its members, options for deployment of this capacity, and options for funding and
ownership strategies. The report provides the Northeast Texas Consortium important
considerations for business and operations plan, through which it will be able to manage
the core components of its service portfolio.
The key components of this plan include:
•
•
•

Needs assessment of the Northeast Texas Consortium’s constituents, focusing on
current broadband services and projected requirements over 10-20 year periods
Expansion of current services to meet the future needs of constituent organizations,
focusing on emerging technology and communications infrastructure and services
Analysis of NETnet network architecture to identify segments of the network that
could be built to transition NETnet from a leased services model to a model that will
better provide for sustainable operations and growth
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•

•

•
•

Identification of key funding sources that would provide NETnet the opportunity to
build network where appropriate, including Federal and State grant or loan
programs
Demand planning for the NETnet network, determining customer and service
growth, bandwidth requirements, capacity planning, network enhancements and
coordination
Service portfolio development to accommodate customer demand and identify new
and emerging services that NETnet could offer to its consortium members
Financial analysis to show the net present value of the difference between
continuing along the present mode of paying monthly lease prices for circuits versus
a self-construction option with service provider partners in the NETnet region

The network costs under the present method of operation over the 20-year projection
period total over $300 million, the great majority of which the FCC’s Telecommunication
Program pays. Using 2016 as an example, the FCC Telecommunications Program
(the forerunner to the Healthcare Connect Fund) is paying the difference between
the gross circuit cost of $9.26 million and $303,000 paid by NETnet. The financial
analysis shows that the primary funder of NETnet’s communications transmission
infrastructure – the Federal Communications Commission’s Universal Service Fund –
could achieve savings and cost efficiencies with a net present value of $84 million over a
twenty-year period by supporting self-construction with regional service provider partners.
The financial analysis assumes construction of facilities. The efficiency benefit could be
even larger if NETnet can identify 20-year IRU opportunities that economically supplant the
need for construction.
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1 Introduction
In Northeast Texas, as in all regions of the country, reliable, fast and affordable broadband
Internet access affects every business, home, and community anchor institution like our
libraries, hospitals, universities and colleges. Broadband provides communities the digital
infrastructure necessary to connect these organizations and their residents to the digital
world. As Northeast Texas community anchor institutions, businesses and residents grow
to depend on the Internet more for critical services, the more reliant they become on
dependable, fast, and affordable broadband services. As recently stated by the US Federal
Communications Commission: 1

Today, Americans turn to broadband Internet access service for every facet
of daily life, from finding a job to finding a doctor, form connecting with family
to making new friends, from becoming educated to being entertained. The
availability of sufficient broadband capability can erase the distance to highquality health care and education, bring the world into homes and schools,
and drive American economic growth, and improve the nation’s global
competitiveness. New technologies and services such as real-time distance
learning, telemedicine, and higher quality video services are being offered in
the market today and are pushing demand for higher broadband speeds.

This demand for broadband has led an explosion of sophisticated and critical online
applications, like those found in Healthcare and Education fields. With the pace of the
adoption of Internet applications increasing, communities and regions equipped with highspeed, high-quality networks are flourishing. Residents enjoy enhanced lifestyle
opportunities and organizations and businesses benefit from technology-enabled
opportunities and data-driven efficiencies while organizations in other regions struggle to
keep up. This all drives the critical need for consistently higher bandwidth and higher levels
of dependable quality services.
Regional and local governments and public institutions around the nation are realizing the
importance of broadband to their communities. However, in many communities, market
forces prevent competitive broadband providers from serving customers with quality
broadband at an affordable price. Progressive regional entities have taken the lead in

1

2015 Broadband Progress Report and Notice of Inquiry of Immediate Action to Accelerate Deployment, In
the Matter of Inquiry Concerning the Deployment of Advanced Telecommunications Capability to All
Americans in a Reasonable and Timely Fashion, and Possible Steps to Accelerate Such Deployment
Pursuant to Section 706 of the Telecommunications Act of 1996, as Amended by the Broadband Data
Improvement Act; GN Docket No. 14-126, released February 4, 2015, para. 2.
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actively engaging their local and regional stakeholders in the collaborative broadband
infrastructure development process.
The Northeast Texas Consortium (NETnet) was conceived through engagement of
stakeholders in Northeast Texas to seek fulfillment of opportunities for educational
advancement and careers in the healthcare industry. Through a technology-enhanced
curriculum delivery, expanded degree and certification programs using non-traditional
methods are available for reaching underserved student populations. NETnet went online
in August 2001 following substantial efforts to design, fund and deploy the physical
network infrastructure. NETnet began offering education and healthcare benefits and
opportunities to a widely dispersed population of over 2 million rural Texans.
The NETnet collaboration has created a true meeting point for advanced technology in
Northeast Texas. Today, the collaborative effort of 14 higher education institutions brings a
wide range of instruction via deployment of advanced technology to nearly 50 rural
Northeast Texas counties containing 46% of the rural Texas population. NETnet serves to
meet higher education needs as well as the needs of those of student populations
associated with two critical Community Anchor Institution sectors: public schools and
healthcare facilities.
Members of NETnet are the backbone of the regional economy and strive to:
•

•
•
•
•
•

Create a qualified, highly trained workforce for hospitals, manufacturing, petroleum
and energy related businesses, lumber and natural resources related businesses,
and service sector businesses such as offices, restaurants, and banks
Connect students throughout East Texas through online and video distance learning
Meet the education needs of companies in East Texas and beyond
Keep their counties, communities and businesses at the cutting edge of information
technology and processes;
Support increases in the level of technology utilization, including applications in
biotechnology and agriculture
Help educators, students, and citizens learn about and use current technologies.

Magellan understands NETnet has invested substantially in broadband infrastructure
development to support delivery of medical and educational content to the areas of Texas
north of Houston and east of Dallas. This infrastructure currently provides numerous
telecommunications and technology services to its constituent organizations, including
fiber-optic, wireless, transport, Internet, Internet2 and related services, generally utilizing a
leased services model. The Northeast Texas Consortium has expressed interest in
evaluating its current efficiency and value provided to the constituent organizations through
the leased services model in effort to identify new strategies that may increase the overall
value of the organization to its constituents.
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Looking ahead, the North Texas Consortium is interested in developing a long-term
broadband infrastructure plan that addresses how the organization may expand its
technology-based services to constituents, potentially through long-term investments in
technology and communications infrastructure.
This report explores the current and future needs of the community anchor institutions that
serve the Northeast Texas region and will develop a strategy for the Consortium to
implement in order to meet these long-term technology and communications requirements
of the region. The report focuses specifically on the key markets that the Consortium
serves – the stakeholders of the independent school districts, community colleges,
universities and healthcare organizations of Northeast Texas.
This report is structured as an inventory and assessment of broadband infrastructure,
service providers, and service offerings in the NETnet region as a whole, with particular
emphasis on access to fiber-optic network infrastructure. In addition, the report provides
strategic direction to support further fiber-optic capacity development at and around
consortium member and stakeholder locations that will provide greater access and support
future investment in broadband development. The report concludes with
recommendations, opportunities, and initial actions for expanding broadband services for
NETnet stakeholders.
This long-term infrastructure plan will identify and document opportunities to build
broadband infrastructure in a phased multi-year approach, so the consortium can meet
several identified goals that include:
•
•
•
•

Expanding broadband services to rural learning centers
Improving and expanding delivery of mental and physical healthcare services
Increasing high school and college graduation rates
Preparing and growing the regional workforce

This long-term roadmap supports NETnet by focusing on expansion of the Consortium’s
ongoing technology-based services and evaluation of some of these key areas:
•

•

•

Development of broadband network infrastructure to serve the Consortium and its
constituent organizations, with the goals of significantly increasing capacity through
a “future-proof” communications platform.
Development of a technology and communications service portfolio that will ensure
the Consortium and its constituents are prepared for the future as a competitive
region in Northeast Texas.
Evaluate business models, financial options and funding programs that would
enable the Consortium to drive creation of a robust infrastructure to serve its region,
being mindful to constituents and overall cost and taxpayer spend.
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•

Identify potential partnerships, both public and private, that contribute to the overall
strategy.

This broadband infrastructure plan will evaluate the long-term strategic needs of the
Consortium and its constituents and support a technology and communications service
portfolio that may include, but is not limited to:
•
•
•
•

Managed networking services, including managed servers, firewalls, networking
and applications
Facility-based services, such as hosting, colocation, disaster recovery and peering
Fiber-optic and wireless services, provided across the Consortium’s broadband
network
Internet and Internet2 services, provided across the Consortium’s broadband
network
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2 Overview of Broadband Technologies
Broadband is deployed throughout communities around the world as wired and wireless
infrastructure that carries digital signals between end user devices and the digital content
they want to access. Content comes in many forms and from many locations across the
world through the networks that connect all other communities to the Internet backbone.
Websites, television, streaming video, interactive video, cloud storage and collaboration
services, and even telephone service are just a few types of digital content that is
transported and delivered across local broadband networks. Robust local infrastructure
results in faster, more reliable connectivity to content. Conversely, local infrastructure that
is aging and built on older technologies results in slower, less reliable access to content.
The various different types of network access are defined by the physical infrastructure
that transports the digital signals to end-user devices.
Figure 1: How Fiber-Optic Networks Connect Our Communities

2.1 Dial-Up Access
Though not defined as a broadband technology due to speed and bandwidth limitations,
dial-up access still exists in many areas of the world. Dial-up Internet access is a form
of Internet access that uses the facilities of the public switched telephone network (PSTN)
to establish a connection to an Internet service provider (ISP) by dialing a telephone
number on a conventional telephone line.
Overview of Broadband Technologies
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2.2 Digital Subscriber Line
Digital Subscriber Line (DSL) is a wireline transmission technology that transmits data
faster over traditional copper telephone lines installed in homes and businesses. DSLbased broadband provides transmission speeds ranging from several thousand bits per
second (Kbps) to millions of bits per second (Mbps). The availability and speed of DSL
service may depend on the distance from your home or business to the closest telephone
company facility.
There are two types of DSL transmission technologies, asymmetrical and symmetrical:
•

•

Asymmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (ADSL/ADSL2/ADSL2+/VDSL) – Used
primarily by customers who receive a lot of data but do not send much. ADSL
typically provides faster speed in the downstream direction than the upstream
direction. ADSL allows faster downstream data transmission over the same line
used to provide voice service, without disrupting regular telephone calls on that line.
Symmetrical Digital Subscriber Line (SDSL) – Used typically by businesses for
services such as video conferencing, which need significant bandwidth both
upstream and downstream (send and receive).

2.3 Cable Modem
Cable modem service enables cable operators to provide broadband using the same
coaxial cables that deliver pictures and sound to televisions. Most cable modems are
external devices that have two connections: one to the cable wall outlet, the other to a
computer. They provide transmission speeds of 1.5 Mbps or more. Subscribers can
access their cable modem service by simply turning on their computers, without dialing-up
an ISP. You can still watch cable TV while using it. Transmission speeds vary depending
on the type of cable modem, cable network, and traffic load.

2.4 Fiber Optics
Fiber-optic network technology converts electrical signals carrying data to light and sends
the light through transparent glass fibers about the diameter of a human hair. Fiber
transmits data at speeds far exceeding current DSL or cable modem speeds, typically by
tens or even hundreds of megabits per second. With fiber-optic broadband networks,
speeds in the billions of bits per second range are possible. The actual speed experienced
will vary depending on a variety of factors, such as how close to end device the service
provider brings the fiber and how the service provider configures the service.
The same fiber providing broadband can also simultaneously deliver voice (VoIP) and
video services, including video-on-demand. Variations of the technology run the fiber all
the way to the customer’s home or business, to the curb outside, or to a location (node)
somewhere between the provider’s facilities and the customer.
Overview of Broadband Technologies
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•

•

Fiber to the Node (FTTN) - Fiber to the Node technologies bring high-capacity fiberoptic cables to local service areas and then connect to existing DSL equipment.
Rather than bringing fiber-optic cables to every home or business, the fiber is
connected to the existing DSL network to increase its capacity. It allows these
networks to carry more traffic; however, often times the copper-based “last mile”
DSL network, connecting homes and businesses to the local nodes is still a
bottleneck and results in subscribers not able to access the true speeds of fiberoptic connections.
Fiber to the Premise (FTTP) – Fiber to the Premise is a technology for providing
Internet access by running fiber-optic cable directly from an Internet Service
Provider (ISP) to a customer’s home or business. Fiber facilitates much faster
speeds than most coaxial cable Internet connections, and generally needs to be
serviced less. Considered one of the most "future proof" types of Internet
technology, since there are no foreseeable devices that could use
more bandwidth than can be sent via fiber-optic cables.

To illustrate the relative difference between common Internet connection methods, Figure
2 compares traditional access technologies, beginning with basic dial-up service, through
DSL, cable, and fiber. Whereas traditional broadband technologies have an upper limit of
300 Mbps, next-generation broadband that utilizes fiber-optic connections surpasses these
limitations and can provide data throughputs of 1 Gbps and greater. 2

Figure 2: Physical Bandwidth Capacity Comparisons
Dial-Up – 56Kbps
Dial-Up ADSL ADSL2 Cable
• Legacy Technology
• Shared Technology
ADSL – 10Mbps
• First Generation of DSL
• Shared Technology
ADSL2 – 24Mbps
• Second Generation DSL
• Shared Technology
Cable – 150Mbps
• Data Over Cable Service Interface
Specification (DOCSIS 3.0)
• Shared Technology
Next Generation Fiber – 1Gbps
• Passive Optical Network (PON),
Active Ethernet
• Shared and Dedicated Technology

Fiber

2

Actual speed and quality of service will depend on the specific service contracted by the end user, whether
using a traditional broadband service or a next-generation broadband service.
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2.5 Wireless
Wireless broadband connects a home or business to the Internet using a radio link
between the customer’s location and the service provider’s facility. Wireless broadband
can be mobile or fixed. Wireless technologies using longer-range directional equipment
provide broadband service in remote or sparsely populated areas where DSL or cable
modem service would be costly to provide. Speeds are generally comparable to DSL and
cable modem. An external antenna is usually required. Wireless broadband Internet
access services offered over fixed networks allow consumers to access the Internet from a
fixed point while stationary, and often require a direct line-of-sight between the wireless
transmitter and receiver.
These services have been offered using both licensed spectrum and unlicensed devices.
For example, thousands of small Wireless Internet Services Providers (WISPs) provide
such wireless broadband at speeds of around one Mbps using unlicensed devices, often in
rural areas not served by cable or wireline broadband networks. Mobile wireless
broadband services are also becoming available from mobile telephone service providers
and others. These services are generally appropriate for highly mobile customers and
require a special PC card with a built in antenna that plugs into a user’s laptop computer.
Generally, they provide relatively lower speeds, in the range of several hundred kilobits per
second (e.g. 4GLTE).

2.6 Microwave
Microwave transmission is widely used for point-to-point communications because their
small wavelength allows conveniently-sized antennas to direct them in narrow beams,
which can be pointed directly at the receiving antenna. This allows nearby microwave
equipment to use the same frequencies without interfering with each other, as lower
frequency radio waves do. Another advantage is that the high frequency of microwaves
gives the microwave band a very large information-carrying capacity; the microwave band
has a bandwidth 30 times that of all the rest of the radio spectrum below it. A disadvantage
is that microwaves are limited to line of sight propagation; they cannot pass around hills or
mountains as lower frequency radio waves can.
Microwave radio transmission is commonly used in point-to-point communication systems
on the surface of the Earth, in satellite communications, and in deep space radio
communications. Other parts of the microwave radio band are used for radars, radio
navigation systems, sensor systems, and radio astronomy.
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3 The State of Broadband in the NETnet Region
NETnet went on line in August 2001 following substantial efforts to design, fund and
deploy the physical network infrastructure. Soon after, NETnet began offering education
and healthcare services and opportunities to a widely dispersed population of over 2
million rural Texans living and working in the northeast portion of the state.
Figure 3: NETnet Service Region
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3.1 Regional Demographics
NETnet’s mission is driven and impacted by regional demographics that make clear the
NETnet region is older, poorer, less educated and at greater risk of early death than the
state average. 3
Figure 4A: Regional Demographics
NortheastTexas

Texas

1.3 Million

25.1 Million

28

254

53.9%

17.5%

Median Age

41 years

33.6 years

Per Capita Income

$19,386

$24,870

Bachelor’s Degree

13.2%

25.8%

Non-White Population

24.8%

29.6%

Hispanic Origin

13.1%

37.6%

Population
Counties
Rural Population

Figure 4B: County Demographics
COUNTY

POPULATION

RURAL
POPULATION

MEDIAN
AGE

PER
CAPITA
INCOME

Bachelor
Degrees
%

MINORITY
POPULATION

HISPANIC
ORIGIN

92,851
30,344
5,237
10,611
35,295
49,751
12,869
12,709
32,360

35.4%
74.0%
100.0%
69.1%
59.6%
47.1%
78.4%
75.7%
50.6%

37.9
43.1
44
42.1
38.8
39.7
42.2
45.1
32.5

$22,911
$20,104
$20,150
$28,189
$21,606
$21,468
$20,045
$19,014
$19,356

8.0%
6.4%
8.9%
8.1%
6.6%
7.2%
6.2%
7.9%
5.0%

34.1%
23.0%
17.8%
19.5%
24.9%
24.2%
33.6%
26.4%
51.4%

6.8%
3.8%
6.3%
12.9%
15.5%
6.7%
8.2%
6.8%
40.0%

Ark-Tex COG
*BOWIE
*CASS
*DELTA
*FRANKLIN
*HOPKINS
*LAMAR
*MORRIS
*RED RIVER
*TITUS

Deep East Texas COG

3

ANGELINA

87,042

43.1%

36.4

$20,982

6.4%

37.2%

20.1%

*HOUSTON
JASPER

23,365
35,797

73.5%
78.2%

43.8
40.6

$19,090
$20,254

7.7%
5.4%

37.9%
24.8%

10.2%
6.0%

UT Health Northeast, Town Hall Meeting, January 2015.
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NACOGODCHES
NEWTON
POLK
SABINE
SAN AUGUSTINE
SHELBY
*TRINITY
TYLER
WALKER

65,085
14,340
45,620
10,604
8,855
25,677
14,460
21,619

46.5%
100.0%
77.6%
100.0%
100.0%
79.4%
77.2%
78.1%

29.8
40.2
43.2
50.3
48.0
37.9
47.3
42.7

$20,362
$20,431
$19,498
$18,762
$18,695
$21,126
$18,730
$19,612

8.5%
3.8%
5.3%
6.3%
6.1%
6.0%
4.8%
5.6%

38.8%
25.9%
28.0%
12.8%
30.7%
35.4%
19.7%
20.1%

17.9%
3.1%
13.5%
3.4%
6.3%
16.8%
8.3%
7.1%

*ANDERSON
58,262
67.1%
*CAMP
12,415
61.5%
*CHEROKEE
50,865
63.0%
*GREGG
122,258
13.4%
*HARRISON
66,467
56.1%
*HENDERSON
78,636
60.1%
*MARION
10,439
100.0%
*PANOLA
23,877
72.7%
*RAINS
10,989
93.2%
*RUSK
53,508
65.9%
*SMITH
212,227
31.6%
*UPSHUR
39,640
79.3%
*VAN ZANDT
52,515
75.0%
*WOOD
42,089
74.2%
*Part of the 28-county UT-Health Northeast Region

38.7
37.6
37.8
35.3
37.0
43.0
48.8
38.5
46.8
39.4
35.9
40.4
42.9
47.9

$18,495
$19,176
$18,801
$24,064
$23,236
$21,995
$20,337
$26,525
$21,946
$21,640
$25,626
$22,483
$21,920
$23,129

5.5%
6.3%
7.2%
8.7%
8.4%
6.7%
5.2%
5.9%
5.5%
6.9%
10.9%
6.3%
6.2%
8.4%

39.2%
41.9%
37.6%
39.6%
35.5%
19.7%
28.6%
26.4%
13.5%
34.3%
38.1%
18.3%
14.8%
15.5%

16.3%
22.0%
21.1%
16.8%
11.4%
11.2%
3.4%
8.4%
8.0%
14.8%
17.6%
6.9%
9.5%
8.8%

East Texas
COG

Given the rural nature and demographics of the region, it is essential that NETnet leverage
technology to support provision and expansion of services by educational and healthcare
community anchor institutions.

3.2 NETnet Services
NETnet supports a very broad spectrum of services. The services include coordination of
educational network technologies and systems management; distance learning curriculum
design and course development; staff training and technical support; and, grant and
project management. The Northeast Texas Consortium supports distance learning
programs at numerous organizations leading to jobs and careers in such high demand
fields as practical nursing, manufacturing technology, biotechnology, multi-craft
maintenance, IT, and environmental science. NETnet has been an integral resource for the
launching of regional collaborative initiatives – such as the SUPERNet Consortia for K-12
schools, tele-psychiatry and other aspects of healthcare, and the East Texas Interactive
Healthcare Network (ETIHN) for hospitals and healthcare.
The State of Broadband in the NETnet Region
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NETnet provides connectivity to the Texas Lonestar Education and Research Network
(TX-LEARN) for its members. TX-LEARN is a statewide consortium that operates a high
performance optical network to support research, education, healthcare and public service
missions. NETnet provides access to national and international research and education
networks for its members via TX-LEARN.
NETnet is flexible and is able to add connectivity, capacity, and locations in response to
member and community needs. There are many locations in the planning and
implementation stages for addition to the network. For example, NETnet is currently
working to add broadband connectivity to 14 community healthcare sites to extend their
mental health services via telepsychiatry applications.

3.3 Regional Infrastructure
The NETnet network has been created over time using connectivity and transport facilities
leased or owned by NETnet and its members. Consortium members have provided the
operating resources and staff and support required to provision services. Some network
facilities are operated separately on a “stand alone” basis due to funding source
requirements, such as certain facilities used for medical or educational applications. Other
facilities are owned by NETnet, such as the microwave network, while other facilities are
leased from various service providers. Facilities are coordinated and managed at the
NETnet Center for Educational Technologies in Tyler, as supported by the University of
Texas Health Science Center.
The original core NETnet network consists of high-capacity microwave radio facilities
provisioned at the OC-3 level. These OC-3 circuits are combined to provide gigabit level
connections (7 x OC-3) for core portions of NETnet’s networking. The core portions
connect Paris Junior College, UT Health-Tyler, and Stephen F. Austin State University.
Subtending OC-3 connections are used for UT-Tyler, Tyler Junior College, Texas A&M
locations in Commerce and Texarkana, NTCC, Kilgore College, Angelina College, Panola
College, Texas State Technical College, and Trinity Valley Community College.
The microwave network operates with nine radio towers placed at no cost by American
Tower on NETnet member campuses, as well as dishes on buildings. NETnet pays $5,000
per year per tower for maintenance and inspection services. Fiber typically terminates at
these tower locations if available. Until recently, the microwave radio network has been
considered a workable component of NETnet’s network systems. However, sporadic
service failures have begun to occur and the microwave facilities are no longer
manufacturer-supported. Replacement equipment is available only on the secondary
market on a hit-or-miss basis, and increases contracted technical troubleshooting and
repair services, which is expensive.
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Of particular concern, microwave radio signals between Northeast Texas Community
College and Texas A&M-Texarkana have been subject to breakup, which is unacceptable
due to ongoing nursing courses and other classes, as well as administrative software
applications. Use of these network-dependent software systems and the trend of
increasing numbers of student devices have caused capacity to be reached earlier than
anticipated.
Should existing microwave network system be replaced by fiber-optic circuits for primary
data connectivity, the microwave network may be used for network redundancy rather than
primary network routing. Consideration would be given in re-design of the network to using
Ethernet rather than the current ATM (Asynchronous Transfer Mode) transmission protocol
in pursuit of cost and operational savings.

3.4 Current Network Partners and Service Providers
NETnet serves to meet higher education needs of student populations associated with
public schools and healthcare facilities. The collaborative effort of 14 higher education
institutions brings a wide range of instruction via deployment of advanced technology to
nearly 50 rural Northeast Texas counties containing 46% of the rural Texas population.
NETnet receives annual dues from its college and university members. Annual dues total
approximately $175k annually, up from about $125K in 2010. NETnet establishes dues
levels with member agreement, and dedicates the funds to equipment replacement. The
dues fund rolls over year to year.
Fiber-optic facilities have been added to expand and augment the microwave network.
These fiber optic facilities are provided by Peoples Telephone Cooperative and Texas
A&M, and were placed using BTOP funding. The fiber connections link hub sites using
Ethernet, and provide redundant access to the state
research and education network, the Lonestar Education
and Research Network (TX-LEARN). Fiber connections
typically terminate at tower sites at member locations,
and provide direct connections between the NETnet hub
at UT Health–Tyler and Texas A&M-Commerce and Texarkana, Paris Junior College
locations, Texarkana College, and Northeast Texas Community College, as well as
connecting those institutions and other NETnet members to TX-LEARN. These
connections provide gigabit capacity.

University of Texas System Office of Telecommunication Services
The University of Texas (UT) System Office of Telecommunications Services (OTS)
connects UT sites with Internet peering connections. The UT-OTS is a service provider
The State of Broadband in the NETnet Region
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under Universal Service Administrative Company (USAC) rules and has a Service Provider
Identification Number (SPIN). 4 In the East Texas region, OTS works extensively with
Consolidated Communications, using Indefeasible Rights of Use (IRU). 5 The IRU pricing
includes Operations and Maintenance costs such that OTS does not have a direct
maintenance exposure. OTS uses “waves,” and lights them as needed. UT-OTS has a
number of further connections of interest that it is exploring with NETnet, including
connections to prisons for medical use, including Rusk State Hospital and Terrell State
Hospital.

Texas A&M Information Technology
Texas A&M operates and manages a wide area network that serves the campuses and
agencies of the Texas A&M system. Formerly known as the Trans-Texas Videoconference
Network (TTVN), is the wide area data and interactive communications network that
serves the Texas A&M System, numerous affiliated colleges and universities, K-12 school
districts and state agencies throughout Texas. TTVN provides enterprise-class commodity
Internet, Internet2, and Texas Intranet data services, in addition to videoconferencing and
web conferencing services. 6 Routes and facilities in the NETnet area include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Texarkana to Atlanta, TX, approximately 46 miles of fiber optic cable
Contracted services from Atlanta, TX to Dallas
Texas A&M-Commerce to Dallas using facilities provided by Peoples
Communications and ETEX
Texas A&M/Commerce to NETnet/UTHSCT using facilities provided by Peoples
Communications and ETEX
Facilities for connection between Dallas and Little Rock to the Arkansas
Research Network, AREON
Lit facilities from Lufkin to Texas A&M-College Station
Texas A&M facilities are near, but not in Huntsville

4 A Service Provider Identification Number (SPIN) is required for all service providers that want to participate
in any of the four universal service programs: E-Rate for schools and libraries; Healthcare Connect for rural
healthcare; Lifeline for low-income consumers; and High Cost Fund for service providers in rural areas.
http://www.usac.org/sp/about
5 Indefeasible Right of Use in this application of this term means that the purchaser has a long term (20 years
or more) and unconditional right to use the capacity on a fiber strand, often with an obligation to pay ongoing
costs of shared maintenance. The IRU agreement contains various detailed technical and performance
specifications.
6 http://it.tamu.edu/Network_and_Internet_Access/Wired_Connections/Wide_Area_Network
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The TTVN, UT-OTS, and TX LEARN cooperate to support connectivity to the Internet2
backbone through multiple redundant Gigabit Ethernet connections. These connections
serve as the Texas higher education access points to Internet2.

Consolidated Communications
Consolidated Communications offers residential and business services in 11 states.
Services include telephone, Internet digital TV, IP telephony services, managed and
hosted services, and data connectivity. 7 Consolidated is the incumbent local exchange
carrier (ILEC) in three major markets in East Texas: Lufkin, Conroe, and Katy.
Consolidated provides services to Stephen F. Austin University, participates with TTVN
and TX LEARN via capacity agreement, and contracts with UT-OTS. Consolidated
provided mapping information regarding the extent of its network in East Texas for use in
this project under a Non-Disclosure Agreement.

Conterra Broadband Services
Conterra Broadband Services is an alternative access provider serving wireless and
wireline carriers, schools, healthcare organizations, and others with carrier grade transport
services. 8 Conterra is headquartered in Charlotte, North Carolina, and has a number of
sites and locations in the NETnet area under review. Conterra recently won the bid to
construct a fiber ring connecting the individual schools in the Tyler Independent School
District.

Suddenlink Communications
Suddenlink Communications is the seventh largest cable television provider in the US, 9
and provides residential Internet, cable TV, telephone services, and commercial Internet
services in several states including Texas. Suddenlink has undertaken “Operation
Gigaspeed” to bring next generation broadband service to substantially all its customers. 10
Suddenlink is the network partner providing facilities and capacity in support of the
SUPERNet K-12 education consortia and is the secondary Internet provider for NETnet.
Suddenlink was recently acquired by the French cable company, Altice.

7

http://www.consolidated.com/about-us
http://www.conterra.com
9 http://www.suddenlink.com - May 2015, Suddenlink’s parent (Cequel Corporation) entered into a Purchase
and Sale Agreement with Altice S.A., to sell approximately 70% of its equity to Altice. Trade press indicates
that Altice has aggressive acquisition intentions in the U.S. and that it employs cost-cutting to drive investor
returns. The transaction expects to close by the end of 2015. Implications of the acquisition for services and
customer service to NETnet are not clear at this time.
10 Cequel Communications Holdings, Second Quarter Earnings Presentation, August 3, 2015, page 7
8
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Peoples Telephone Cooperative
Peoples Telephone Cooperative (Peoples) has constructed significant fiber optic network
facilities in its area to meet its own customer needs for broadband, and to provide transport
facilities linking NETnet hub sites. Peoples was organized in 1952, and has since extended
its business to include broadband services, wireless services, long distance voice,
voicemail, and security and medical alarm services. 11 Most significantly for NETnet,
Peoples has laid hundreds of miles of fiber-optic cable in over 13 counties to provide
transport capacity for NETnet member institutions. This network provides connectivity for
NETnet member locations including Paris Junior College campuses in Paris, Sulphur
Springs, and Greenville; Texas A&M’s location in Commerce; and North Texas Community
College in Mt. Pleasant. Peoples provided mapping information regarding the extent of its
network in East Texas for use in this project under a Non-Disclosure Agreement.

AT&T
AT&T is the incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) in Tyler, Longview, Nacogdoches,
Paris, Mt. Pleasant, Marshall, Atlanta, and Carthage among other locations in the NETnet
area. AT&T is one of the world's largest providers of IP-based communications services for
businesses, including Virtual Private Network (VPN) and Voice over IP (VoIP), and is very
well known for its wireless network. 12 AT&T has recently acquired DirecTV, and the FCC
conditioned its approval of the transaction on AT&T extending fiber connections to
additional locations as well as offering gigabit connections to E-rate eligible schools and
libraries. 13

Texas Department of Transportation
The Department of Transportation may have interest in deployment of fiber optic facilities
to support Intelligent Transportation Systems. The Department also is important for any
work conducted in rights of way along state roads and highways.

CenturyLink
CenturyLink is an incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) providing retail services to
consumers throughout the U.S., including various cities and towns in east Texas, as well
as providing wholesale services and data connectivity for other carriers and large

11

http://peoplescom.net/company
http://www.att.com/gen/investor-relations?pid=5711
13 In the Matter of Applications of AT&T Inc. and DIRECTV For Consent to Assign or Transfer Control of
Licenses and Authorizations; MB Docket No. 14-90; Memorandum Opinion and Order; FCC 15-94, Released
July 28, 2015, at page 148.
12
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customers. 14 CenturyLink provisions a number of circuits for NETnet to connect locations
under the FCC Healthcare Connect program. CenturyLink is the service provider in
Athens, Commerce, and Palestine among other locations in the NETnet area.

Verizon
Verizon exchanges in Texas, Florida, and California have been sold to Frontier
Communications in a transaction that is pending the last required approval (California
Public Utilities Commission). Approval is expected, and the transaction is expected to
close by the end of First Quarter 2016. Frontier Communications provides wireline retail
and wholesale services in 28 states, including former Verizon operations in many states. 15
Frontier Communications has a business model that emphasizes expansion of broadband
availability. Frontier has stated it will deliver broadband to an additional 750,000
households across its nationwide footprint at speeds of 25 Mbps/2-3 Mbps by 2020, and
will accelerate broadband deployment in the three-state area beyond Verizon’s existing
73% availability rate to achieve speeds of 10 Mbps/1 Mbps. 16 To date there has been no
indication that Frontier plans to expand the FiOS footprint it will acquire from Verizon, but
Frontier does intend to provision FiOS for all customers within the existing Verizon FiOS
footprint. Frontier’s broadband plans are not known with specificity beyond these broad
commitments. Frontier will be the service provider in Gilmer, Henderson, Kilgore, and
Sulphur Springs among other locations in the NETnet area.

Windstream
Windstream is an incumbent local exchange carrier (ILEC) providing retail services to
consumers primarily in rural areas, including various cities and towns in east Texas, as
well as providing wholesale services and data connectivity for other carriers and large
customers. 17 NETnet has a number of circuits provisioned by Windstream to connect
locations under the FCC Healthcare Connect program. Windstream is the service provider
in Texarkana as well as other locations in the NETnet area.

14 http://www.centurylink.com/aboutus
15

http://investor.frontier.com
Applications Filed by Frontier Communications Corporation and Verizon Communications Inc. for the
Partial Assignment or Transfer of Control of Certain Assets in California, Florida, and Texas, Memorandum
Opinion and Order, WC Docket No. 15-44, DA 15-987 (WCB, IB, WTB rel. Sept. 2, 2015) (“FCC Approval
Order”).
17 http://www.windstreambusiness.com
16
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Network Communications
Headquartered in Longview, Network Communications is a locally owned and operated
provider of telephone, high-speed Internet, and office automation services. Network
Communications delivers a broad line of telecom services, including advanced converged
services via fiber to the business (FTTB). Network Communications is currently the only
local service provider building citywide networks in Longview, Marshall and Kilgore that
deliver fiber to the premise. 18 Network Communications constructed networks in Kilgore to
create a city backbone and a redundant ring for critical city operations, academic facilities
and businesses. Network Communications constructed a similar network to serve
businesses in Marshall, where it is the service provider for Kilgore College and the Texas
State Technical College.

Level 3 Communications
Level 3 Communications is a global communications provider, supplying communications
services to enterprise, government, and carrier customers. Anchored by extensive fiber
networks on three continents connected by undersea facilities, Level 3’s global services
platform features deep metro assets reaching more than 500 markets in over 60 countries.
Level 3 maintains extensive fiber routes through the east Texas region including metro
fiber in larger cities such as Dallas. Level 3 offers a portfolio of connectivity services
including, Internet, voice, transport, dark fiber, and other complementary service offerings.
*Maps depicting Level 3’s broadband infrastructure are readily available on their website at
maps.level3.com and have been reviewed for this report.

Zayo
Zayo provides bandwidth infrastructure services, including fiber and bandwidth
connectivity, colocation and cloud services to wireless and wireline carriers, media and
content companies and finance, healthcare and other large enterprises. Zayo’s 87,000mile network in the U.S. and Europe includes extensive metro connectivity to thousands of
buildings and data centers. In addition to high-capacity dark fiber, wavelength, Ethernet
and other connectivity solutions, Zayo offers colocation and cloud services in its carrierneutral data centers.
*Maps depicting Zayo’s broadband infrastructure are readily available on their website at
www.zayo.com/solutions/global-network/us-network and have been reviewed for this
report.

18

http://www.networkcommunications.com
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FPL FiberNET
FPL FiberNet’s high-speed fiber-optic network was originally developed by Florida Power
& Light Company to provide internal telecommunications service to support company
operations. Today, FPL FiberNet delivers telecommunications services on its
independently owned and operated fiber-optic network throughout most major metropolitan
areas in Florida and Texas with an extensive portfolio of telecommunications services.
*Maps depicting FiberNet’s broadband infrastructure are readily available on their website
at www.fplfibernet.com/network/map.shtml and have been included in this report.

FiberLight
FiberLight is an industry leader in delivering high performance fiber optic networks to
enterprise, government and carrier customer across 44 US towns and cities. FiberLight
offers Ethernet Transport, Dedicated Internet Access, Optical Transport, SONET, and
Managed Wavelength services. FiberLight owns and operates many fiber routes
throughout Northeast Texas.
*Maps depicting FiberLight’s broadband infrastructure are readily available on their website
at www.fiberlight.com/Optical-Network/Map.aspx and have been included in this report.

3.5 Broadband Providers and Facilities
Through discussions with providers and analysis of the NETnet region, we were able to
identify the following incumbent local exchange providers that support the overall
broadband infrastructure throughout the region. These facilities include Central Offices,
wire centers, head-ends, and co-location facilities that provide the necessary local
equipment, infrastructure, and capacity to service the immediate areas identified below.
Without these facilities, current service offerings would not be possible. Incumbent local
exchange providers serving cities in the NETnet region are as follows:
Figure 5: Incumbent Service Providers serving NETnet communities
NETnet Community

Incumbent Service Provider

Athens

CenturyLink

Atlanta

AT&T

Carthage

AT&T

Commerce

CenturyLink

Gilmer

Frontier (former Verizon)

Greenville

AT&T

Henderson

Frontier (former Verizon)
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Kilgore

Frontier (former Verizon)

Longview

Mt. Pleasant

AT&T
Consolidated
Communications
AT&T
Eastex Telephone
Cooperative
AT&T

Nacogdoches

AT&T

Palestine

CenturyLink

Paris

AT&T

Sulphur Springs

Frontier (former Verizon)

Texarkana

Windstream

Tyler

AT&T

Lufkin
Marshall
Mt. Enterprise
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4 Drivers of Broadband Demand in Northeast Texas
NETnet requires significant broadband capacity in many of the cities and towns in its
region in order to serve the needs of its education and healthcare membership. NETnet’s
procurement of this broadband capacity is a significant driver for bringing increased
broadband capacity to these communities. When fiber-optic facilities are installed to serve
NETnet member community anchor institutions, additional capacity also becomes
available to serve other users.

4.1 Residential
Broadband technologies have evolved to carry more and more data because of consumer
demand for more bandwidth intensive online applications as well as rapid and continuous
development of new applications. Every application requires a certain amount of
bandwidth on a broadband connection to function properly; as time has progressed, we
have witnessed significantly more applications, and more bandwidth-intensive applications.
Figure 6 illustrates the bandwidth requirements of common applications and the impact of
multiple applications running across a broadband connection.
Figure 6: Broadband Application Speed Requirements

Today, broadband subscribers across every user class are utilizing more and more online
applications and particularly those that consume larger amounts of bandwidth such as
streaming video services. Figure 6 illustrates user demands for applications today and the
increases in broadband that are necessary to accommodate this demand. Currently,
broadband subscribers make heavy use of the core Internet functions, consisting of
Internet browsing, web hosting, e-commerce, virtual private network connectivity, and
voice services. However, subscribers are beginning to consume more real time video and
streaming applications, which require significant bandwidth, reliability, and performance
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from their broadband connections. We are still early in the lifecycle of Internet video
applications and these are expected to grow significantly over the next 10 years, replacing
much of the text-based Internet applications common today.
In addition, the myriad of cloud services are driving the need for more symmetrical 19
broadband as real time applications require additional bandwidth, both in download speed
and upload speed. As more of these applications are deployed and replace traditional PCbased software, broadband connections will need to accommodate the increased
bandwidth load. Many times these applications synchronize in real time, meaning that they
are always consuming bandwidth at a constant rate rather than only when the user is
actively engaging the application.
Figure 7: Application Bandwidth Demand Growth

The proliferation of devices is also driving the need for more bandwidth as more devices in
the home, businesses and public places all access existing broadband connections. A
report published by Google in 2012 demonstrates the amount of time the average user
spends with their devices across each type of device, and how users interact with multiple
devices simultaneously, as represented in Figure 8 and Figure 9. Although the study’s
primary goals were to “gain a deep understanding of consumer media behavior over a 24-

19

Symmetrical broadband connections provide equal download and upload speeds, e.g. 10 Mbps down and
10 Mbps up, instead of traditional asymmetrical broadband services that provide unequal speeds, e.g. 10
Mbps down and 2 Mbps up.
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hour period,”20 an important implied finding is that users are spending significantly more
time with their devices, devices that all require broadband connections. As these devices
all vie for bandwidth on broadband connections, the demand for more bandwidth to
support more applications grow.
These demands also extend to many devices inside the home that are now being
connected to the Internet and using our broadband connections. Many audio-video
systems, thermostats, appliances, irrigation and security systems are now connected to
the Internet, consuming more home broadband bandwidth.
Figure 8: Average Time Spent with Broadband Devices

20

“Understanding Cross-Platform Consumer Behavior”
http://think.withgoogle.com/databoard/media/pdfs/the-new-multi-screen-world-study_research-studies.pdf.
Accessed, January 2015.
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Figure 9: The Use of Multiple Broadband-Connected Devices

4.2 Business and Economic Development
Accessible, affordable, and reliable broadband services is a key economic development
tool to attract and retain businesses in Northeast Texas. In many cases, bandwidth
consumption outpaces the broadband speeds local businesses are able to purchase and
upgrading is often times not an option due to the prices businesses are able to afford,
service availability, as well as other IT related factors.
When local broadband services cannot “keep up” with business needs, businesses lose
productivity and efficiency, which affects their bottom line and makes them less
competitive with regions having more affordable broadband services. Taken in aggregate,
this lack of online access will eventually result in a less competitive business market, from
an economic perspective, as growth from the digital economy will go to other communities.
Communities also risk retention issues as businesses that are not able to gain efficiencies
with their existing broadband services will, in many cases, move operations to
communities that have more availability of these services.
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Evidence that the Internet has had a profound effect on the way people live and do
business is all around us. We can find anecdotal proof in almost everything we do – lives
have been changed indefinitely for the better by the technology that has been developed
over the past several decades. Moreover, small businesses have changed the way they
conduct commerce. A new study just out by the Internet Association confirms what we
have known for so long – the Internet is a major driver of part-time businesses in the U.S.
The study, aptly titled, “Internet Enabled Part-Time Small Businesses Bolster the U.S.
Economy,” explores how Americans, in an attempt to find more revenue during an
economic downturn have turned to the Internet to start small businesses and earn extra
income.
According to the study, the Internet contributed $141 billion dollars to the U.S. economy in
2011, with the Internet helping to drive nearly all part-time businesses, with 90% of all
those surveyed using the Internet to conduct at least some of their business, and over half
saying that they couldn’t conduct business at all without the Internet. These businesses
employ 6.6 million people, producing wages of $797 million. According to the survey, most
small businesses owners that rely on the Internet say that if the Internet did not exist, at
least half of their income would go away. 21

4.3 Education
NETnet was formed to meet the needs of educational
organizations and their needs continue to grow.
These include K-12 schools, community colleges, and
universities. Online applications used by these
organizations require not only high-bandwidth
broadband, but also services that meet strict quality
and performance requirements to support real-time
video and voice applications such as distance
learning and teleconferencing. Online textbooks are in use today, and that utilization is
only expanding. Texts and teaching resources incorporate multimedia – sound, graphics,
video, and data. Many states have also instituted requirements for online testing or are in
the process of doing so, creating an even greater need for high-quality broadband
services. Additionally, educational institutions are utilizing more online content to support
their curricula, from sources such as YouTube, TeacherTube, Vimeo, and Facebook.
Figure 10 illustrates the bandwidth requirements per student for common educational
applications and the quality and performance requirements of these applications. Basic
educational tools, such as web browsing and YouTube consume up to about 1 Mbps per

21

”Internet Driving the Economy and Helping Small Businesses Grow”
http://www.theamericanconsumer.org/2013/10/internet-driving-the-economy-and-helping-small-businessesgrow
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student. However, moving up to more advanced
educational technologies such as streamed
classroom lectures and 2-way video
teleconferences use significantly more
bandwidth per student, 4 Mbps and 7 Mbps,
when combined with the basic educational tools.
In addition, these advanced tools require not
only more bandwidth but also strict broadband
quality metrics that allow them to function
properly, such as low latency and higher upload
speeds.
Figure 10: Bandwidth Demands for
Educational Technologies per Student

E-Rate is the commonly used name for the Schools and Libraries Program of the Universal
Service Fund, which is administered by the Universal Service Administrative
Company (USAC) under the direction of the Federal Communications
Commission (FCC). 22 The E-Rate program provides discounts to help schools and libraries
obtain affordable telecommunications and Internet access.

22

http://www.usac.org
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E-Rate is one of four programs 23 funded through a Universal Service fee charged to
companies that provide interstate and/or international telecommunications services – both
wireless and wireline. This fee is passed on to consumers through their
telecommunications bills. Since all households that consume video and/or telephone
services are required to pay into the Universal Service Fund, it is important that
communities maximize their participation in the E-Rate program to help recoup the
investment made by their residents that pay into the fund.

K-12 Education
NETnet provides network resources to support K-12 education through consortia of public
school districts known as the “Schools United to Provide Enhanced Resources Network,”
better known as “SUPERNet” and “SUPERNet II.” The SUPERNet collaborative networks
provide affordable Internet access, growth of a well-connected professional learning
community, dual credit courses, field trips through interactive video including “hands on”
science activities, professional development resources, student/teacher collaborative
projects, certified education credit, medical scholars academy with UT Health Northeast,
and provision of courses statewide through the SUPERNet Virtual High School and the
Texas Virtual School Network.
NETnet supports 18 school districts in the SUPERNet consortium, and 10 additional
school districts in the SUPERNet II consortium. These SUPERNet school districts include
a total of 124 campuses and over 62,000 students. Each district participates in the federal
E-Rate program with an average discount of 76-78%, which means that 76–78% of the
SUPERNet members’ K-12 Internet costs are subsidized by the E-Rate program. E-Rate
discount rates are tied directly to the individual districts free and reduced lunch program
participation rates and the percentage of students receiving free and reduced lunch.
As seen in Figure 11, SUPERNet partners include the UT Health Science Center at Tyler,
Texas Parks and Wildlife Employees and the Nature Center, Suddenlink, and AT&T, in
addition to NETnet. SUPERNet uses gigabit connections at hub locations, and bandwidth
demand is doubling annually. Member connections are usually 100 Mbps services
provided by Suddenlink and supported by the E-Rate program that, by the way, is now
favoring the use of consortiums.

23

The others are the Healthcare Connect fund, which supports expansion of rural healthcare and is
discussed in this report; the “Lifeline” program, which supports reduced rates for low-income customers and
residents of tribal lands; and the Connect America Fund, which provides eligible telecommunications carriers
a subsidy for the costs of operating and extending broadband infrastructure in rural areas.
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Figure 11: NETnet Support of SUPERNet and SUPERNet II
SUPERNet
1 Arp
2 Big Sandy
3 Carlisle
4 Chapel Hill
5 Hallsville
6 Hawkins

7 Henderson
8 Jacksonville
9 Lindale
10 New Summerfield
11 Tatum
12 Tyler

SUPERNet II
13 Union Grove
14 Van
15 White Oak
16 Whitehouse
17 Winnsboro
18 Winona

19 Beckville
20 Brownsboro
21 Gilmer
22 Hughes Springs
23 Marshall

24 Mineola
25 Quitman
26 Rusk
27 Troup
28 Waskom

SUPERNet connections are provisioned most often using transport provided by
SuddenLink. SUPERnet’s largest member, Tyler ISD, recently used E-Rate funding to
acquire dark fiber to all of its individual school sites using Conterra Communications.
SuddenLink provides gigabit circuits for the aggregate internet capacity to NETnet for
SUPERNet, and this is funded by the federal E-Rate program. The individual connections
to the Independent School Districts are also paid for by the schools via the E-Rate
program.
As the northeast Texas regional interconnect for TX-LEARN, the statewide research and
education network, NETnet provides a point-of-presence (POP) for the Texas Educational
Telecommunications Network (TETN). Via the NETnet hub, TETN consolidates its
connectivity for two of the state’s 20 regional education service centers. Education Service
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Center 7, in Kilgore, serves 98 independent school districts and Education Service Center
8, in Mt. Pleasant, serves 45 independent school districts.

College and University NETnet Members
NETnet provides broadband networking in support of its Higher Education members and
their locations as follows:
Angelina Junior College, Lufkin
Angelina College is a two-year college that serves multiple teaching and training centers in
Crockett, Jasper, Hemphill, Livingston, Nacogdoches including the Martin Center,
Pineland/Sabine Area, Trinity, Woodville, and San Augustine. NETnet’s microwave
network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps) and leased connections including an FCC subsidized gigabit
connection and two T-1s are currently utilized to serve Angelina Junior College locations.
Grayson College, Denison
Grayson is pending application for NETnet membership, and is a two-year college with
branch campuses in Sherman, Van Alstyne, and Bonham.
Kilgore Junior College, Kilgore
Kilgore College is a two-year college that serves multiple teaching and training centers
including its Health Science Center, Advanced Welding Academy, and Police and Fire
Academy Training Grounds, all in Kilgore, in addition to two locations in Longview, and the
Agricultural Demonstration Farm in Overton. NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155
Mbps) and leased fiber connections are used.
LeTourneau University, Longview
LeTourneau University is pending application for NETnet membership to serve its campus
location as well as the Abbott Aviation Center and McKinney Airport.
Northeast Texas Community College, Mt. Pleasant
NTCC is a two-year college that serves its campus location as well as education and
training centers in Pittsburg and Naples, the Culinary Arts Institute in Pittsburg, and the
Industrial Technology Training Center in Mt. Pleasant. NETnet’s microwave network (1
OC-3, 155 Mbps) is used, and NTCC has access to fiber capacity through Peoples
Telephone Cooperative, which is not currently active.
Panola Junior College, Carthage
Panola is a two-year college that serves its campus location as well as education and
training centers in Marshall and Center. NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps),
Drivers of Broadband Demand in Northeast Texas
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wireless microwave, and 20Mb connections are used. Panola is also served by an FCC
subsidized Gigabit circuit.
Paris Junior College, Paris
Paris Junior College is a two-year college that serves its campus location as well as an
education and training center in Greenville and two sites in Sulphur Springs. NETnet’s
microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps) and leased fiber connections from Peoples
Telephone Cooperative are used. Paris Junior College assists NETnet by administering a
hub site location.
Stephen F. Austin State University, Nacogdoches
Stephen F. Austin serves its campus location with connectivity from Windstream (2 x 1
Gbps connections), 10 Gbps from UT System’s Office of Telecommunications Services
(provided by Consolidated Communications), and NETnet’s microwave network (7 OC-3,
1.085 Gbps).
Texarkana College, Texarkana
Texarkana College is a two-year college that serves its
campus location as well as locations in Atlanta, TX and
New Boston, TX using NETnet’s microwave network (1
OC-3, 155 Mbps) and fiber access, via TTVN.
Texas A&M, Commerce
Texas A&M-Commerce serves its campus location as
well as additional centers in McKinney, Midlothian,
Dallas, Corsicana, Rockwell, and Mesquite using
NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps) and
10 Gbps fiber access provided by TTVN through Peoples Telephone Cooperative.
Texas A&M, Texarkana
Texas A&M-Texarkana serves its campus location as well as utilizing connections to
Northeast Texas Community College, Texas A&M, and Texas A&M-Commerce using
NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps) and TTVN fiber access.
Texas State Technical College, Marshall
TSTC has been a NETnet member in the past, and currently supports a microwave tower
location.
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Trinity Valley Community College, Athens
Trinity Valley is a two-year college that serves its campus location as well as locations in
Kaufman, Palestine, and Terrell using NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps)
and leased facilities under the FCC’s Healthcare Connect Fund.
Tyler Junior College, Tyler
Tyler is a two-year college serving two campus locations in Tyler as well as locations in
Lindale, Jacksonville, and Rusk using NETnet’s microwave network (1 OC-3, 155 Mbps),
leased fiber, and managed services from Suddenlink for Internet use.
The University of Texas, Tyler
University of Texas-Tyler serves its campus location through UT System’s OTS and
Suddenlink. In addition, a location in Longview is served using a 1 Gig service procured
from AT&T and a campus in Palestine is service by NETnet via an FCC subsidized 1 Gig
circuit.
The University of Texas Health Science Center, Tyler
The Health Science Center is the network hub for NETnet’s microwave OC-3 network
facilities and is also the center of NETnet operations. The Health Science Center at UTTyler provides building facilities for NETnet administration and staffing support of a hub
site location.
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4.4 Healthcare
Broadband is crucial for healthcare providers in the NETnet region as they begin to
leverage capabilities beyond electronic medical records and the electronic exchange of
healthcare information and get into advanced applications of Health IT. Telehealth,
Telesurgery and various forms of Teletherapy all require high performance broadband
capabilities. For example, latency below 200 milliseconds is required for telesurgical
procedures, with a measureable decline in surgeon performance seen at 300ms, and risks
to patient safety at latencies over 700ms. 24
Through these advanced health applications, doctor’s offices, clinics, and imaging centers
all have growing broadband needs to ensure they stay connected as their organizations
transition even more into the digital healthcare environment. Even for relatively smaller
organizations in rural Texas, high-speed broadband with low latency becomes a critical
need to fulfill their mission and provide for long-term success.
Universities and colleges in the NETnet region support healthcare in many ways, much of
which is expanding through the use broadband. These include interdisciplinary medical
simulations, expansion of team scenarios particular to rural health, and replication of whole
health center environments in smaller clinics. Since colleges and universities have limited
clinical space, as much as possible is being done through technology and simulations.

NETnet Healthcare Community Anchor Institutions
NETnet supports a variety of Healthcare institutions and collaborations in Northeast Texas.
Andrews Center
Andrews Center is a behavioral healthcare system with locations in Tyler, Athens, Canton,
Emory, and Mineola. Andrews Center provides a comprehensive variety of services
associated with behavioral healthcare. Andrews Center just recently obtained NETnet
connectivity.
Area Health Education Center
NETnet supports Area Health Education Center (AHEC) East, which seeks to make
communities healthier by providing training activities specific to the healthcare workforce.
These training activities are delivered over interactive video and serve to stimulate and
encourage youth to embark on careers in healthcare, enhance clinical training for health
professionals, and promote healthier lifestyles for communities in the region.

24
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Burke Center
Burke Center, located in Lufkin, provides services and programs related to mental health,
disabilities, and early childhood intervention, over a 12-county area. Burke Center relies
heavily on telehealth and telemedicine applications.
Community Healthcore
Community Healthcore in Longview provides mental health and disability programs and
services in a nine-county area. In particular, services are provided in crisis management
with emphasis on immediate availability, mental health screenings at emergency rooms,
group counseling, substance abuse and rehabilitation, telepsychiatry, and probation and
prison avoidance programs. Clinical systems, video, and document imaging are driving
bandwidth needs. NETnet is working with Community Healthcore to expand services to 14
or more additional locations.
East Texas Interactive Healthcare Network
NETnet also supports the East Texas Interactive Healthcare Network (ETIHN), which
provides connectivity between medical healthcare centers in Northeast Texas. Funded in
part by the Federal Communications Commission’s Universal Service Fund, the network is
comprised of:
•
•

•
•

•
•

4 Gbps connection between UT Health Science Center-Tyler, and Trinity Valley
Community College (TVCC) in Athens
1 Gbps connection between TVCC and ETIHN sites:
- Panola College
- UT Health-Tyler at Palestine
- Angelina College
- TVCC at Palestine
- Stephen F. Austin Environmental
- TVCC at Palestine Workforce
Health
Education Center
T-1 (1.5 Mbps) connections from UT Health–Tyler to Titus Regional Medical Center
1 Gbps connection leased directly from AT&T from UT Health – Tyler to Good
Shepherd Medical Center in Longview and riding GSMC’s internal network to
Marshall, Texas.
T-1 (1.5 Mbps) connections from Stephen F. Austin to Memorial Health centers in
Lufkin, San Augustine and Livingston
10 Mbps connections from Palestine Workforce Education Center to the Palestine
Regional Medical Center, as well as the jail and courthouse in Palestine

Additional support to ETIHN members from NETnet goes to:
•
•

Good Shepherd Regional Medical Center, Longview:
Memorial Medical Center locations in Lufkin, Livingston, and San Augustine:
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•

Titus Regional Medical Center, Mt. Pleasant
University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler

The University of Texas Health Science Center at Tyler provides research, education, and
clinical services with graduate medical education and residency programs. The Tyler
location has an important position and heritage in lung care, from its history as a
tuberculosis hospital. UT Health Sciences Northeast also has a business arm involved in
workforce development and biomedical startups focusing on lung injury or impairment.
University of Texas Health Northeast
The Texas Health and Human Services Commission received approval of a waiver from
the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) that allows the state to utilize block
grants to expand Medicaid managed care. University of Texas Health Northeast serves as
the anchoring entity for 28 counties and is responsible for seeking regional stakeholder
engagement and coordinating development of a regional plan to identify ways of improving
health services and find innovative solutions to local healthcare delivery challenges. This
waiver program helps preserve hospital funding, provide incentive payments for healthcare
improvements, and direct more funding to hospitals that serve large numbers of uninsured
patients.

Planning for Healthcare Facility Needs
Future needs of healthcare providers in the NETnet region are growing and will continue to
grow. As a guide for planning and provisioning healthcare connectivity needs, the FCC has
published the minimum recommended broadband speeds for healthcare organizations, as
part of its Healthcare Connect program. These speeds identified by Healthcare Connect
should be considered minimum requirements, with NETnet’s healthcare institutions having
access to more bandwidth if needed.
Single Physician Practice – 4 megabits per second (Mbps)
•
•
•
•

Supports practice management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of electronic health record (EHR) and high-quality video
consultations
Enables non real-time image downloads
Enables remote monitoring
Small Physician Practice (2-4 physicians) – 10 Mbps

•
•
•

Supports practice management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables non real-time image downloads
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•
•

Enables remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
Nursing home – 10 Mbps

•
•
•
•
•

Supports facility management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables non real-time image downloads
Enables remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
Rural Health Clinic (approximately 5 physicians) – 10 Mbps

•
•
•
•
•

Supports clinic management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables non real-time image downloads
Enables remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
Clinic/Large Physician Practice (5-25 physicians) – 25 Mbps

•
•
•
•
•

Supports clinic management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables real-time image transfer
Enables remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
Hospital – 100 Mbps

•
•
•
•
•

Supports hospital management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables real-time image transfer
Enables continuous remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
Academic/Large Medical Center – 1,000 Mbps

•
•
•
•
•

Supports hospital management functions, email, and web browsing
Allows simultaneous use of EHR and high-quality video consultations
Enables real-time image transfer
Enables continuous remote monitoring
Makes possible use of HD video consultations
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4.5 Community Support Organizations
In order for a community to thrive and grow, community support organizations must thrive
as well. They must be the reliable go-to organizations for people, communities, and the
special interests and needs the organizations represent and serve. Community institutions
such as local chambers of commerce, human services organizations, community centers,
and churches all help connect people to services. These organizations serve important
roles, stationed on the front lines in the community to collect the information necessary to
fill gaps in services and to investigate opportunities to solve persistent community
problems, while addressing immediate and perhaps more urgent needs.
Broadband plays a vital role in helping these types of organizations fulfill their missions.
Whether it is as simple as a community church streaming their weekly service or the local
chamber of commerce advertising their latest event through their web presence and email,
distributing and accessing local information is central to the mission of most community
organizations. Broadband equips these organizations with the critical communication tools
necessary to ensure they operate efficiently, enabling often volunteer staff of budgetminded organizations to be successful in the execution of their important roles in the
community.
Broadband availability inspires these organizations to be innovative in their use of
technology and brings a higher level of welfare to the communities they serve. Take for
example All Saints Church in rural Norfolk County, UK. The church is utilizing its spire (the
tallest structure in the area) to deliver wireless Internet service to the surrounding
community. Now, in a community that was lucky to see speeds up to 1 Mbps, speeds of
over 8 Mbps are not uncommon. This community support organization has brought
broadband service into an area that was previously underserved and is helping to bridge
the digital divide that plagues many communities around the globe.
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5 NETnet Needs Assessment
This Needs Assessment has been created based on the collection of organizational
information and better understanding of the mission and intended growth trajectory of the
Northeast Texas Consortium and NETnet stakeholders. Stakeholder meetings were held in
the communities of Northeast Texas the week of January 26, 2015. Stakeholder meetings
were arranged by sector (e.g., healthcare, higher education, and K-12 education) and
provided representative, in-depth discussion of NETnet member utilization and needs.
Important information and insights were gained from these stakeholder meetings and
Magellan Advisors is very grateful for the time the representatives of the various
institutions took to meet and share their input.
The stakeholder meetings and Needs Assessment makes clear that the needs and
technical capacity of NETnet members continue to grow. In particular, bandwidth needs
are growing dramatically in connection with growth in member user applications and
utilization. NETnet needs a comprehensive, forward-looking network plan that takes
advantage of technology developments and efficiencies to meet these advancing needs
cost-effectively. The network has been deployed with the assistance of network partners,
and the comprehensive, forward-looking network plan will seek to continue to utilize these
partners as well as additional partners.
It is apparent that the organizations within the NETnet network are in need of increased
bandwidth to support new applications in video, telehealth, and use of wireless devices
from students, doctors and faculty. There was a persistent discussion from many different
members about a need for redundancy connections and back up and disaster recovery
sites, the need for which was dramatically shown recently by two hurricanes in the area.
Many members desire to use an established NETnet data or network center for this
service because of their location and connectivity.
The consensus from the members was that a gigabit of bandwidth is becoming a necessity
in the near future for each institution, and that many sites are peaking at or above what
their current bandwidth allows. The insight for future bandwidth suggests the network will
need the ability to provide hundreds of gigabits because we can only assume that heavier
bandwidth applications will be developed and adopted, and will become necessary to
operate healthcare and educational institutions – 100Mb connections are basic building
blocks today.
Cloud based computing is driving significantly greater bandwidth requirements among
NETnet member institutions. One notable application currently in proof of concept is a
cloud-based Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system – five members have installed or
are in the process of installing a new ERP application (Jenzabar EX), and there is great
interest in this application from other NETnet members. Also, video utilization continues to
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expand dramatically with the inclusion of video resources in instructional materials, and
soon the evolution of all video will be to high definition. Finally, there is an exceptional
need for delivery of healthcare services and functions over broadband networking.
Healthcare applications and utilization are expanding dramatically to serve a 54 county
area whose population is characterized by relatively very poor health metrics in terms of
physical and behavioral health.

5.1 Broadband Needs Assessment
NETnet’s mission and services are crucial given the statistical fact that its Northeast Texas
region is older, poorer, less well educated and at greater risk of early death than the state
average. 25 NETnet members are providing a vast array of education and services that
expand opportunities and can have transformational impacts for the population in the
NETnet region. NETnet member institutions provide extensive educational and medical
educational programs, as well as fast-growing telehealth and tele-psychiatry services and
capabilities. Continued investment in expanding broadband connectivity to further support
and expand these programs provides the platform to move these demographics to a
positive trend.
The array of education and healthcare services offer opportunities to enhance quality of life
across Northeast Texas. Indeed, the subject matter includes specialized trainings,
continuing education and certifications, work force programs, business development
support, widely varied distance learning offerings, medical and educational partnerships,
and international programs.
The popularity and value of these services, the fact that growing inclusion of multimedia is
also occurring as a component part of the services, and the need for additional services
and capabilities makes it timely and imperative to develop a comprehensive network plan
for the future – both near and longer term. Such a comprehensive network plan will enable
NETnet to capitalize on demand growth and partnership opportunities and meet expanding
service needs in a cost-effective and efficient manner.
NETnet stakeholders have observed the following notable needs and opportunities for
near future services and cost efficiencies:
1. Universal need for significantly greater capacity based on projected significant

volume growth, adding capacity and additional connectivity where it is weak or nonexistent
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UT Health Northeast, Town Hall Meeting, January 2015.
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2. Opportunity to merge separate networking onto common facilities and operations

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

where feasible and triggered by meeting growth needs to yield substantial cost and
operational efficiencies
Need for redundant routing
Need to augment network support staffing
Need to address skyrocketing prices for T-1 circuits
Inadequate consumer broadband service
“Last mile” concerns
Value in expansion of strategic partnerships with network providers

Projected Demand Growth
All NETnet members are currently coping with very significant growth in bandwidth
requirements to accommodate traffic with no sign of slowing growth or decline in sight.
Discussion in stakeholder meetings indicate that bandwidth usage has gone “through the
roof,” and there is no suggestion that trend will abate – in fact demand is expected to
strengthen. Stakeholders submit that demand is growing 200% year over year in some
cases, and is doubling annually in aggregate for NETnet. This demand growth consists of
both organic growth, which is internal to existing systems and applications, as well as
acquired growth from the addition of desired capabilities and functions.
One clear existing trend is that wireless devices are multiplying and generating huge
bandwidth demands. NETnet members certainly need additional bandwidth to attempt to
meet this demand. Projected growth affects and involves each component of the network –
including WAN data transport, connecting and facilitating hardware (e.g., routers), and
local networking (the “last mile” and Local Area Networks or LANs).
The applications and utilization driving growth in bandwidth requirements are as many and
varied as NETnet’s member institutions. A representative sampling of these needs include:
•

Education - There is a growing push to include video with online course offerings,
especially in science courses. There is a face-to-face component for the instruction,
in addition to online materials and testing. Adding to bandwidth needs, more content
is being delivered in high definition.

•

Big Data opportunities – Sciences such as environmental health and biotech, and
research in the computation of aggregated inputs and data point, the burgeoning
fields of robotics and holographic visualization are all growing. As “big data”
research, simulation labs and curriculum are growing in importance, as are the
importance of joint collaborations.

•

Cloud services - Back up and disaster recovery is gaining importance as more
organizations create only digital records. Managed services and Enterprise
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Resource Planning (ERP) tools like Jenzabar EX implement cloud-based document
imaging that require considerable amounts of data. Some NETnet members are
deploying other cloud-based solutions like PeopleSoft, with similar impact. Cloud
services frequently connect with remote servers to keep data current, so with some
members limited on available capacity, and other members lacking adequate
connectivity at all, migration to and adoption of cloud services could be impacted.
•

Telehealth – Remote aspects of healthcare, both monitoring and acute care through
the use of robotics and haptic devices increase demand on bandwidth. All
Telehealth fields are growing, including teletherapy and telepsychiatry, with
universities and colleges needing real time access to licensed counselors for
interventions. Policies in remote imaging, cardiology and transmission of Electronic
Health Records are expected to increase demands further with needs for low
latency becoming increasingly critical.

•

Growing collaborations - Partnerships and collaborations between universities and
community colleges continue to flourish. The need for synchronous connections
between education and training partners will grow collaborative opportunities as
education and healthcare that stretch into related “next layer” fields such as
workforce development, public safety or criminal justice. These fields don’t directly
train healthcare workers, per se, but rather are fields that require an understanding
of how to interact with healthcare workers and healthcare systems. As such,
network connections between universities and community colleges continue to
expand to support these growing partnerships.

Finally, additional capacity and connectivity is needed for locations that are currently
underserved or unserved. Rusk is an example of a community where connectivity is
desired to connect locations with existing members. Rusk State Hospital is the only one in
the state that does not have reliable connectivity. The comprehensive network plan should
include and incorporate the focus on strengthening connectivity in underserved or
unserved areas in Northeast Texas.

Merging Separate Networks for Cost and Operational Efficiencies
Some NETnet facilities have been provisioned separately due to funding sources. For
example, fiber optic facilities connecting schools, or connecting healthcare institutions may
be restricted to only those applications and uses due to conditions associated with the
federal funding source. For example, the Federal Communications Commission is
considering program changes to Universal Service Fund programs that would merge
funding sources for healthcare facilities through the FCC Healthcare Initiative and
educational resources through the E-Rate program, and perhaps other applications. 26 This
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would have the benefit of promoting economies from deployment of fiber optic facilities to
serve both medical and educational applications, rather than requiring separate placement
of facilities for each purpose – which results in diseconomies – as is the case today. The
comprehensive long-term network plan should incorporate the maximum possible merger
of applications and users on common facilities that is possible in order to realize maximum
cost efficiencies in placement and operations.

Redundant Routing and Fiber Availability
Lack of redundant paths and connections is a very significant concern for many NETnet
members. There are numerous locations served by a single link, which creates significant
risk of isolation of the institution’s location in the event of network failure or outage
affecting that link. For example, cable cuts occur more often than anyone would like, and
such cuts isolate locations without redundant connections. Beyond the redundancy
benefits offered by two connections at member locations, additional routes would support
segmentation of traffic (i.e., university traffic vs. student traffic and wireless), and backup
and disaster recovery practices and systems. Provision of redundant routing should be a
key objective in the comprehensive forward-looking network plan. It also must be
recognized that there may be some locations that may not be able to obtain redundant
connections cost-effectively, but these should be relatively few.
While there are significant amounts of fiber infrastructure throughout the NETnet region,
the direct use of the infrastructure by NETnet community anchors essentially has been
limited to current network partners. Fiber infrastructure is not typically installed by
providers in advance of revenue opportunities, which has required NETnet to contract for
specific routes on a case by case basis. While many sites have been identified for future
development, they often lack the necessary fiber optic facilities, and would also therefore
require case by case contracting in the absence of a long-term plan.

Network Support Staffing Augmentation
Augmented staffing for support for NETnet services is viewed as essential, after a period
of budget cuts and reductions. Many stakeholders noted, “increased network support is
big.” Network support staffing will be essential to provide proper support for existing
services as well as support for the additional services and capabilities to be provided via
the long-term network plan and the transitional activities necessary to begin implementing
it. Network support staffing augmentation is included in the financial projections associated
with implementation of the comprehensive network plan.
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Skyrocketing Prices for T-1 Circuits
Stakeholders have identified recent change in pricing practices in Texas pertaining to T-1
circuits. These circuits have historically been provisioned over copper facilities using the
network architecture of the circuit switched network. Networking technology has
significantly advanced and now employs Internet Protocol, fiber optics, and Ethernet. The
Public Utility Regulatory Act, Chapter 65, enacted in 2005, provided for deregulation of
certain telephone company markets. 27 Verizon is now deregulated in some exchanges,
and AT&T is deregulated in all its exchanges in Texas as of July 11, 2014. All prices were
deregulated at that time, including pricing of T-1s.
At the time of the meetings with stakeholders, these prices have increased 500-700% for
NETnet member local networking, and some of these price increases are being back-billed
to prior months as well. For example, circuit prices increased from $600 per month to
$4000 per month. The result is that NETnet members using T-1 connections are exposed
to extreme price increases that are very difficult to absorb in budgets. Furthermore, there is
a value question such that extreme prices should not continue to be paid for “obsolete,”
relatively slow technology. Alternatives should be sought to avoid the excessive prices for
outdated and subpar technology.
Clearly, NETnet members who employ T-1 circuits in their local networking will need
alternative Ethernet based connections as soon as possible. Alternative connections will
also open the door to increased speeds on an economic and scalable basis. Development
of alternatives to T-1 circuits should be a priority for the comprehensive network plan.

Inadequate Consumer Broadband Service
Many stakeholders indicated their base of users has great difficulty accessing services and
resources due to inadequate broadband service at home. In some cases, the only Internet
access is still dial-up in nature. Furthermore, if wireline Internet access is inadequate in an
area, wireless internet access is also likely to be inadequate. Adequate consumer
broadband is important for many reasons, including serving homebound people, as well as
those for whom travel is very difficult (e.g., those with significant disabilities, whether
physical or mental). While this is beyond the scope of this project, this barrier to utilization
of NETnet member services due to inadequate broadband access and speeds should be
recognized. Expansion of strategic partnerships between NETnet and various network
providers has the potential to help address inadequate consumer broadband service as
well, at least in some areas.

27 Report to the Texas Legislature: Scope of Competition in Telecommunications Markets of Texas; Public
Utility Commission of Texas, January 2015, at page 32.
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Last Mile Concerns
Several members stated some of their locations suffer from inadequate local
communications infrastructure that limit connectivity, bandwidth, and applications. Some of
these locations are at the “end of the network.” There tends to be a lack of fiber optic
connectivity, and what connectivity exists tends to be based on outdated and increasingly
expensive/unsupported technologies such as T-1 circuits. These locations need to be
visible in the comprehensive network plan so that additional connectivity can be planned
where economical within the plan.
Discussions with stakeholders and service providers in the area provided insight into
available broadband infrastructure in the NETnet region, which appears to be lacking the
fiber distribution technology utilized to deliver Fiber to the Premises (FTTP) services. Fiber
distribution technology such as Passive Optical Networks (PON) is used to deliver a lower
cost fiber connection than is available in a dedicated fiber offering service. While PON
systems still utilize the concept of shared capacity, the overall amount of bandwidth that
can be delivered to any group of subscribers is much greater than legacy DSL and cable
networks found throughout the county.
Plans to build out more fiber infrastructure appear to be limited at the present time, other
than the dedicated service offerings that are far more expensive than traditional legacy
services and only benefit larger enterprises and community anchors, the cost of which is
almost always borne by the business or developer. Expansion of strategic partnerships
between NETnet and various network providers has the potential to help address “last
mile” concerns, at least in some areas.

Expansion of Strategic Partnerships with Network Providers
Execution of a comprehensive long-term network plan to meet member capacity and
service needs will require additional strategic partnerships with network providers. NETnet
currently operates its own high capacity microwave network, installed at NETnet’s
inception. NETnet also has access to fiber optic capacity on two routes installed under the
BTOP program by Peoples Telephone Cooperative and Texas A&M. The remainder of
NETnet’s networking largely consists of leased facilities of varying technologies and
capacities. These strategic partnerships have been successful, and suggest this
framework should be used for future networking. A forward-looking comprehensive
network plan will require placement of additional fiber optic routes, and these routes should
be planned with strategic partners who have an interest in expanding network facilities and
capabilities in the region.
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Additional Collaborative Opportunities
NETnet is a collaboration-based organization, and there are many opportunities for
additional collaborations and members. NETnet is open to additional members and
collaborations, and these opportunities reflect some level of discussion that has already
occurred.
City of Tyler/Smith County
The City of Tyler is considering NETnet connectivity for Internet access, and has an
interest in further collaborations with Andrews Center for tele-psychology services and
programs.
City of Texarkana/Bowie County
Various departments of Bowie County and the City of Texarkana are negotiating with
NETnet and TTVN to provide Internet service.
East Texas Behavioral Healthcare Network
The East Texas Behavioral Healthcare Network 28 is comprised of eleven community
mental health and developmentally disability centers that cover 70 counties in Texas. The
member centers are: ACCESS, Andrews Center, The Burke Center, The Gulf Coast
Center, Lakes Regional, Community Healthcore, Spindletop Center, Tri-County Services,
Bluebonnet Trails, Gulf Bend Center, and Pecan Valley. Some members of this network
are already NETnet members, and there has been some discussion regarding expanded
collaboration. There is a natural opportunity for additional and enhanced collaboration in
the behavioral healthcare field through this organization, and the comprehensive long-term
network plan should include capacity and connectivity to support this collaboration.
Expansion of Telehealth and Telepsychiatry
Additional collaborations to expand telehealth and telepsychiatry programs and content
available to members. These additional collaborations are in fact occurring and are now
supported by the FCC’s Telecommunications Program. This report proposes to more cost
effectively utilize the FCC’s Rural Healthcare Program beyond funding lease costs for
circuits with a five-year contract life, after which such circuits must be procured again.
Tyler Vault, Tyler
Tyler Vault provides a secure hosting facility for data centers, colocation, off-site back-up
and recovery, as well as other services. NETnet and its members could utilize this location,

28

http://www.etbhn.org
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and the comprehensive long-term network plan should consider capacity and connectivity
to support backup and disaster recovery at this location, as one option.
Enterprise Resource Management system
Three members are transitioning off a “dead-end, antiquated” ERP and are training in the
implementation of a new, hosted ERP system, Jenzabar EX. There are many NETnet
members still using this or other outdated ERP systems that will have an interest in
participating once these three lead members have done “proof of concept,” completed the
transition, and established a “user community” to help others make the move. An ERP
consortium can save quite a bit of money. Consideration is being given to hosting ERP
applications internally to NETnet at a member site location. The comprehensive long-term
network plan should include capacity and connectivity to support this ERP system for a
significant portion of the membership, keeping in mind that other cloud-based applications
are emerging.
Back Up and Disaster Recovery
Catastrophic weather events have dramatically illustrated the need for geographically
diverse back up and disaster recovery. Capacity limitations currently preclude
implementation, yet there is significant NETnet member interest in obtaining this capability.
The comprehensive long-term network plan should include capacity and connectivity to
support implementation of backup and disaster recovery facilities and practices.

5.2 Current Network Costs
NETnet has expanded its network connections for healthcare community anchor
institutions in recent years using the FCC’s Telecommunications Program. NETnet has
installed 31 circuits under this program to connect various member locations for
telepsychiatry and medical education uses, and is planning to install 15 additional
connections to support Community Healthcore.
Figure 12: Network Costs for Andrews Center, Emory
Primary Utilization: Telepsychiatry with University Courses in planning
Location
Canton
Mineola
Tyler
Athens

Contract End Date
Mar 18, 2020
Mar 18, 2020
Mar 18, 2020
Mar 18, 2020
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Monthly Cost
$51,000
$51,000
$51,000
$51,000

Speed
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
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Figure 13: Network Costs for Burke Center, Crockett
Primary Utilization: Telepsychiatry with University Courses in planning
Location

Contract End Date

Tyler*
Oct 5, 2019
Nacogdoches
Sep 25, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 3, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 3, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 9, 2019
San Augustine
Aug 25, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 3, 2019
Kirbyville
Sep 25, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 3, 2019
Nacogdoches
Aug 25, 2019
Nacogdoches
Oct 13, 2019
Lufkin
Jul 3, 2019
Livingston
Jul 3, 2019
Lufkin
Nov 24, 2019
Jasper
Mar 10, 2020
* Commodity Internet, in planning

Monthly Cost
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700
$21,700

Speed
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps

Figure 14: Network Costs for Trinity Valley Community College, Athens
Primary Utilization: Medical Education
Location
Panola College
Trinity Valley Comm. College,
Palestine
UT-Tyler, Palestine
Stephen F. Austin
Trinity Valley Comm. College,
Palestine
Angelina College
Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital
Tyler
Tyler
Tyler
Tyler
Tyler

NETnet Needs Assessment

Contract End Date
Jan 6, 2019
Nov 27, 1017

Monthly Cost
$24,150
$33,350

Speed
1 Gbps
1 Gbps

Nov 27, 1017
Feb 26, 2018
Nov 14, 2017

$33,350
$3,985
$47,963

1 Gbps
1 Gbps

Apr 23, 2018
May 9, 2018
Feb 26, 2018
Feb 26, 2018
Feb 26, 2018
Jan 24, 2018
Mar 10, 2018

$20,000
$45,554
$3,5260
$3,526
$3,526
$3,526
$3,526

1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps
1 Gbps

1 Gbps
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Figure 15: Annual Billing, Five-Year Contracts, 31 connections
Total Telco

FCC USF Cost

NETnet Cost

2017

$1,375,976

$1,352,036

$23,940

2018

$834,481

$810,541

$23,940

2019

$3,935,400

$3,815,700

$119,700

2020

$2,919,990

$2,840,190

$79,800

Cost to FCC USF

$8,818,467

FCC Self-Construction Option
The new self-construction option available under the FCC’s Healthcare Connect Fund
program provides an opportunity to address these high costs. Pricing for these circuits has
been very expensive for a monthly lease cost over five years, in some cases reaching
$51,000 per month. NETnet does not absorb this pricing since it pays only an urban
average price of about $665 per month, while the Telecommunications Program within the
FCC’s Universal Service Fund (USF) bears the full remaining costs. As shown here, the
USF will pay $44 million over the initial five-year life of the lease contracts, which could be
better deployed to covering costs under a self-construction basis. In this fashion, the FCC
USF would be used more efficiently under the HCF self-construction program, and a
business case is suggested in this report to show that and seek funding for alternative
facilities deployment and networking.
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6 Future Network Plan
The conceptual design, preliminary cost estimates, and phasing plan presented in this
report is based on discussions with NETnet management and stakeholders. Those
discussions identified hub sites, and Priority I and Priority II locations for analysis. It should
be noted that the phasing presented here is initial in nature and will most likely be adjusted
somewhat over time in execution of the plan as new circumstances and opportunities
arise.

6.1 Phasing Plan
Phasing for construction of the facilities to network the NETnet sites is prioritized based on
discussions with NETnet management and stakeholders. The prioritization is a planning
view and subject to change in actual execution of the long term plan. Prompt completion of
the construction phases is emphasized in Figure 16. If funding proves to be more limited
than assumed here, revisions will need to be made to the phasing to extend the time
frames.
Figure 16: Conceptual Design Phased Funding Requirements
2017-18
$18,771,263

2018-19

2019-20

2020-21

2021-22

$24,328,157 $22,839,465 $18,831,430 $17,381,001

2022-23

After 2023

$18,536,046

$44,507,600

6.2 Main Member Locations
Main member locations are connected to the ring in Phases 1B and 2A (2018–19 and
2019-20).
•
•
•
•
•

Angelina Junior College, Lufkin
Grayson College, Denison
(pending)
Kilgore College, Kilgore
Northeast Texas Community
College, Mt. Pleasant
Panola College, Carthage
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•
•
•
•
•
•

Texarkana College, Texarkana
Texas A&M University, Commerce
Texas A&M University, Texarkana
Texas State Technical College,
Marshall (tower site only)
Tyler Junior College, Tyler
University of Texas, Tyler
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6.3 Hub Sites and Network Map
Hub Sites are connected via fiber networking in Phases 1A and 1B (2017–18 and 2018–
19) to create a double ring.
•
•

Paris Junior College, Paris
Stephen F. Austin State University,
Nacogdoches

•
•

Trinity Valley Community College,
Athens
UT Health Science Center, Tyler

Figure 17: Hub Sites Network Map
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6.4 Priority 1 Locations and Network Map
Priority 1 locations are connected to the ring in Phases 1B–2C (2018–19 through 2021–
22).

Figure 18: NETnet Priority 1 Locations
Priority 1 Locations
Organization

Sites

Individual Site Locations

Andrews Center

1

Angelina Junior College

6

Community Healthcore

14

Kilgore College

2

Longview; Agricultural Demonstration Farm, Overton

LeTourneau University

1

Abbott Aviation Center, Longview

Northeast Texas Community
College

3

Culinary Arts Institute, Pittsburg; Hanson Sewell Center,
Pittsburg; Naples–Omaha Center, Naples

Panola College

2

Shelby College Center, Shelby Regional Training Center

Texarkana College

2

Texarkana, Main Street; Texarkana, TexAmericas
Center

Terrell State Hospital

1

Terrell

Titus Regional Medical Center

1

Mt. Pleasant

Hopkins Memorial Hospital

1

Sulphur Springs

Trinity Valley Community
College

1

Terrell

Tyler Junior College

1

Tyler, West Campus

Navarro Partnership

1

Corsicana
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Canton
Crockett, Jasper, Nacogdoches, Hemphill, Livingston,
Trinity
Texarkana, Kilgore, Carthage, Gilmer, Henderson,
Clarksville, Longview, Marshall #1, Marshall #2,
Clarksville City, Harrison County, Harrison County #2,
Atlanta, Atlanta #2
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Figure 19: Priority 1 Locations Network Map
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6.5 Priority 2 Locations and Network Map
Priority 2 locations are connected to the ring in Phases 1B–2C (2018–19 through 2021–
22), with some connected in following years due to assumed financial and operational
constraints.

Figure 20: NETnet Priority 2 Locations
Priority 2 Locations
Organization

Sites

Individual Site Locations

Angelina College

3

Sabine Area Career Center; Woodville Teaching
Center; San Augustine Teaching Center

Collin Higher Education Center

1

McKinney

Eastfield Partnership

1

Mesquite

Longview University Center

1

Longview

Grayson College

30

11 schools, 7 Libraries, 12 Hospitals/Medical Facilities

Texas A&M UniversityCommerce

2

Mesquite Metroplex; Center at Rockwall

McKinney Airport

1

McKinney

Navarro Partnership

1

Midlothian Higher Education

Northeast Texas Community
College

2

Community Resource Center; Industrial Technology
Training Center

Panola College

1

Marshall College Center

Texas State Technical College

1

Marshall

Tyler Junior College

1

Lindale, Jacksonville

Universities Center at Dallas

1

Dallas

University of Texas-Tyler

1

Palestine Campus
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Figure 21: Priority 2 Locations Network Map
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6.6 Additional Locations
Post-Telecommunications Program
These locations could be connected to the NETnet ring under a cost efficient and effective
plan using the FCC Healthcare Connect Fund, either during or after the contract period.
Currently, a total of 31 locations are connected using FCC Telecommunications Program
funding, with contracts set to end in years ranging from 2017 to 2020.
Figure 22: NETnet Existing Rural Healthcare Circuits
Organizations with FCC Telecommunications Program contracts
Organization

Sites

Burke Center-Crockett

15

Andrews Center-Emory

4

Trinity Valley Community
College-Athens

12

Individual Site Locations
Jasper, Kirbyville, Livingston, Lufkin (x7), Nacogdoches (x3),
Tyler, San Augustine
Athens, Canton, Mineola, Tyler
Panola College, Carthage; TVSS-Palestine (x2), UT-Tyler,
Palestine; Stephen F. Austin, Nacogdoches; Angelina College,
Lufkin; Texas Health Presbyterian Hospital, Kaufman; UT
Heath, Tyler (x5)

UT Health Science Center Project in Overton
A healthcare education project is in development with the UT Health Science Center in
Overton. Project partners are working together to develop a plan and intend to seek
funding. If awarded, the project would involve NETnet in the provision of connectivity
between Overton and 15 regional locations. While this project will use FCC
Telecommunications Program funding, it can later be converted to the FCC Healthcare
Connect Fund.
Figure 23: Potential Point to Point Connections to UT Health Science Center at
Overton
Potential Point to Point Connections with Overton
Atlanta (x2)
Nesbitt
Longview (x2)
Clarksville City
Marshall (x3)
Clarksville
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Henderson
Gilmer
Kilgore
Carthage
Texarkana
Sulphur Springs
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6.7 Conceptual Design
The forward looking conceptual design for the NETnet network leans heavily on acquiring
fiber routes (through funding and construction or dark fiber IRUs) throughout the NETnet
service territory. As seen in Figure 24, the design includes multiple rings in the core
topology, which connects NETnet’s hub sites at Paris Junior College Campus in Paris,
Stephen F. Austin State University in Nacogdoches, Trinity Valley Community College in
Athens, and UT Health Science Center in Tyler. These hub sites would terminate and
function as the high-speed core ring facilities, operating at 10Gbps – 100Gbps.
Fiber laterals would then extend from these sites to provide connectivity to the NETnet
member sites, not considered a core facility. Under the new conceptual design, NETnet
would be able to provision 1Gb–10Gb lateral circuits for member sites, while having the
ability to scale to higher speeds more easily than done today. NETnet’s service
architecture will allow the delivery of services using multiple configurations as depicted in
Figure 20, and includes single fiber lateral circuits, redundant path and redundant hub
circuits, and mid-span fiber circuits routed to the nearest hub site. In addition, there may
be occasion where sites will be serviced through another site in a daisy-chain formation.
While NETnet has many options available to it to acquire dark fiber assets, this conceptual
design and strategic plan has been developed with focus on NETnet’s use exclusively.
While the network will be capable of providing the necessary capacity to other entities in
the region, the basis of the design focused on NETnet’s architecture and services to
support its members.
Several funding sources are noted through this study, and more importantly, sources that
are currently utilized by NETnet are allowing capital contributions with a local match to
fund the construction of network infrastructure and assets. Through this plan, NETnet
should begin to vet the routes that have been identified, and begin to work with the local
telecommunications entities located in the region to identify routes in common – routes that
are required by the telecommunications providers. In addition, NETnet should work to
identify routes that may be able to be acquired through IRU, as an IRU of existing routes
will be more favorably funded than funding an overbuild.
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Figure 24: Regional Network Map of Conceptual Design
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Figure 25: NETnet’s Proposed Service Architecture
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6.8 Financial Modeling
The financial modeling consists of comparing 20-year projections of NETnet’s FCC USFsupport circuit costs assuming continuation of the present method of operation versus
operations where NETnet acquires bandwidth capacity on a long-term basis with service
provider partners, utilizing available funding programs. Other aspects of NETnet’s current
operations are not changed, and therefore the financial modeling reflects only costs that
are different between the two projected modes of operation.

Present Method of Operation
The 20-year projection assuming the Present Method of Operation or “business as usual”
revolves around continued use of leased circuits supported by the Telecommunications
Program. Existing consortia such as NETnet are allowed to continue to use the
Telecommunications Program to expand network connections. These existing circuits have
a five-year contract term under “evergreen” provisions, which maintains funding for the
circuits year by year over a five-year period.
These contracts renew every five years in the financial projections with a 15% price
reduction assumed at each renewal. Limited price reductions are assumed since in each
case there was only a single respondent to the original request for bids, and this
respondent was the incumbent telephone company. 29 Since the original respondent
includes and recovers any construction costs in the initial pricing, it is assumed any new
competitor is unlikely to be able to compete in subsequent bids since it would have to
recover new construction costs in its bid pricing. The incumbent provider will only have to
make modest price reductions if any to maintain the business.
NETnet has three circuits procured from AT&T on a retail basis and without support from
the FCC Rural Healthcare Program. These circuits are out of contract in 2016, and the
projections assume they are replaced and funded under the Telecommunications
Program, under a five-year “evergreen” contract, with 15% price reductions at each
contract expiration.
NETnet is presently procuring additional connections for Community Healthcore under the
Telecommunications Program for 15 locations. Pricing is not yet known, so a midpoint of
pricing experience ($37,500 monthly) is used to reflect the cost of these new circuit
connections, also under an assumed five-year “evergreen” contract, with 15% price

29 There is not yet any base of experience with pricing or provider changes at contract termination given the
recent beginning of the Telecommunications Program, so assumptions must be used.
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reductions at each contract expiration. Additional circuits are assumed to be added
periodically under the same mechanism.
These network costs over the 20-year projection period total over $300 million, the great
majority of which is paid by the FCC Telecommunication Program. Using 2016 as an
example, the FCC Telecommunications Program (the forerunner to the Healthcare
Connect Fund) is paying the difference between the gross circuit cost of $9.26
million and $303,000 paid by NETnet. Under the FCC Telecommunications Program,
payments by the local healthcare institution are capped at the urban rate, which is
currently $665 per month with the remainder over the urban rate paid by the FCC’s
Universal Service Fund directly to the service provider.
The projections assume no increases or changes for NETnet member dues, state funding,
or expenses, thus these items are not included in the financial projections.

Long Term Plan Projection
The Long Term Plan Projection is an alternative to the PMO that transitions from the
Telecommunications Program to use of the new Healthcare Connect Fund (HCF) program
and other funding to support utilization of fiber capacity constructed and operated by
service provider partners for the mutual benefit of NETnet and the service provider. The
phased construction and operational costs for fiber optic routes to create the hub rings and
connections to each location as shown in Figure 16, and a map of this network is provided
in Figure 24.
Existing Telecommunications Program-funded circuits transition to this fiber networking
upon expiration of the five-year contracts, with related benefits to the FCC’s USF of
extinguishing the related monthly payments in favor of use of long-term committed
capacity.
Major assumptions for the Long Term Plan Projection include the preliminary cost
estimates associated with constructing fiber routes under the phasing plan, $1,200 per
mile for annual network maintenance, $50,000 one-time cost for equipment at each site,
an outsourced network management cost of $1 million annually, and a discount rate of 4%
reflecting the federal source of funding for both the present method of operation, and selfconstruction option.
Assuming no increases for NETnet member dues, state funding, or expenses, the
projections suggest that NETnet can obtain capacity via long-term commitments at a Net
Present Value of $84 million lower than the cost of present monthly charges through the
Telecommunications Program over the 20-year projection period. This is a compelling
efficiency to offer the administrators of the HCF at the Universal Service Administrative
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Company (USAC). The FCC has specifically modified HCF practices to be able to take
advantage of these types of efficiencies.
Figure 26: Net Present Value of Alternatives
Net Present Value

Total Cost

Present Method of Operation

$211,029,719

$313,287,287

Self-Construction

$127,418,133

$165,194,962

Efficiency Benefit

$83,611,585

$148,092,325

This long-term plan projection assumes construction of facilities. The efficiency benefit
could be even larger if NETnet can identify 20-year IRU opportunities to supplant the need
for construction.
Depreciation
Under State of Texas budgeting and funding practices, depreciation expense must be
funded. In other words, the presence of depreciation expense on an entity’s financial
statements cannot cause that entity to operate at a loss, even if the investment with which
the depreciation expense is related was fully paid for at inception. Therefore, depreciation
expense is not shown on the financial projections, and all investment cost is assumed to
be covered by funding sources in the year in which the investment is made.

6.9 Funding Sources and Opportunities
Funding is available from a variety of sources to support broadband networking. The key is
to take a broad view of potential sources of funding, consider all potential organizational
partners and collaborators in the region and “cast a wide net.” In addition, it is important to
present any request for funding based on the need it will meet and the people and
institutions it will help. Funding requests for technology and fiber, detached from this type
of needs assessment, have a much lesser chance of success. Furthermore, employing a
mix of funding sources is beneficial as obtaining all required funding from a single source
is less likely to occur.
A number of federal programs are available to assist in the funding of broadband capacity
expansion projects. These programs are available through various agencies, and each
program has its own purpose, eligibility, and restrictions.
Take for instance, in Nebraska, where the Rural Nebraska Healthcare Network (RNHN)
has tapped federal programs such as the Rural Healthcare Pilot Program of the Federal
Communications Commission (FCC), to fund infrastructure projects. In Nebraska, the
RNHN was a 750-mile, $18M fiber-optic network that spanned 12 counties in the western
part of the state. The RNHN is a consortium of nine primary care hospitals and dozens of
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clinics. While there is no new funding available under the FCC Pilot Program, this is an
example of the funding approach embodied in the HCF that could be explored as part of
the broadband infrastructure plan.

FCC Healthcare Connect Fund
The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) established the Rural Healthcare
program as a pilot program, and modified it in 2012 to form the Healthcare Connect Fund
(HCF). 30 The HCF is capped at $400 million per year, and this cap is not anticipated to be
exceeded in the near future. The HCF will cover broadband connections for eligible
healthcare providers either as a service purchased from service providers or through
participant owned and constructed networks.
To obtain funding the eligible healthcare providers must have formed a consortium, must
have identified the entity or organization that will lead the consortium, and over 50% of the
sites to be served must be rural in nature. Consortiums can include healthcare providers
that are not rural and therefore not eligible, but connections for those providers will not be
funded under HCF. NETnet is a consortium recognized by the FCC’s Telecommunications
Program for rural healthcare purposes. This eligibility can be extended to the Healthcare
Connect Fund through the filing of a new FCC Form 460 (provided in Appendix A).
Under the FCC’s rules for HCF, an eligible Healthcare Provider is defined as a:
•
•
•
•

Not-for-profit hospital
Community mental health center
Local health department or agency
Community health center or health
center providing healthcare to
migrants

•

•
•

Post-secondary institution offering
healthcare instruction, including
teaching hospital or medical school
Rural health clinic
A consortium of above

Also under the FCC rules, 2:1 matching funds are required such that the consortium must
fund 35% of the eligible expenses. Future revenues from excess capacity can be used as
a source of required match subject to certain conditions. Competitive bidding is also
required, and at consortium must demonstrate that constructing its own network facilities
are the most cost effective option.
NETnet has used the Telecommunications Program for connectivity, but it has not yet
used the new HCF rules that permit funding of network facilities construction. NETnet has
procured individual connections under five year contracts with individual service providers
which are very expensive to the HCF (up to $51,000 monthly) but cost the NETnet

30

https://www.fcc.gov/health
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member only $665 per month under the HCF program. Construction and operational costs
would be demonstrably lower than these charges to the FCC USF under the
Telecommunications Program.

FCC E-Rate Program
The E-Rate program is administered through the Federal Communications Commission’s
Universal Service Fund. The FCC adopted orders in 2014 that increased the size of the ERate portion of the USF from $2.4 billion to $3.9 billion, adjusted annually for inflation,
expanded funding for Wi-Fi networks, simplified the administrative process, and provided
additional construction options for schools and libraries. Beginning in 2016, schools and
libraries can use E-Rate funding to construct their own networks under certain rules and
regulations.
The E-Rate program uses a sliding scale of discounts based on income to subsidize rates
for eligible broadband and telecommunications services. The discounts can be as high as
90% for the lowest income school districts. The SUPERNet and SUPERNet II consortiums
use E-Rate funding to support broadband connectivity for the member school districts,
provided through SuddenLink and NETnet. Average pricing discounts have ranged from
76–78%.
In 2014 the FCC took a number of steps to modernize the E-Rate program. The FCC has
set a short-term high speed internet access target of at least 100 Mbps per 1,000 students
and staff, and a longer term target of 1 Gbps per 1,000 users. 31 The FCC increased the
annual E-Rate program cap to $3.9 billion in funding year 2015. 32 The FCC clarified its
consortium rules to encourage cost-effective consortium based purchasing, and has taken
additional steps address rural high speed connectivity gaps for schools and libraries.
The FCC found that only a fraction of rural schools are connecting at speeds that meet the
FCC targets because of the high cost of connectivity, and many schools are unable to find
a provider willing to provide service. These issues resonate in the NETnet region. Relevant
steps the FCC has taken in its Modernization Orders include allowing self-construction of
high-speed broadband facilities by schools and libraries when self-construction can be
demonstrated to be the most cost-effective option, and equalizing the treatment of lit and
dark fiber. In doing so, the FCC aims to close the rural connectivity gap. The FCC will
begin the self-construction option in funding year 2016. 33 “Self-construction can be a useful

31 In the Matter of Modernizing the E-rate Program for Schools and Libraries; WC Docket No. 13-184;
Second Report and Order and Order on Reconsideration; FCC 14-189, released December 19, 2014, at
paragraph 3.
32 Id, at paragraph 77.
33 Id, at paragraph 43.
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tool for some schools and libraries when they receive insufficient responses to their FCC
Form 470 and associated requests for proposals.” 34
Schools and libraries “interested in pursuing self-construction must solicit bids for both
service and construction in the same FCC Form 470 and must provide sufficient detail so
that cost-effectiveness can be evaluated based on the total cost of ownership over the
useful life of the facility for applicants who pursue the self-construction option.” 35

U.S. Department of Health and Human Services Office of Rural Health
Policy
US Department of Health and Human Services administers numerous grants and grant
programs including recent grants for providing telemedicine to underserved areas. The
grants focus on rural children living in poverty and their families. Those recent grants are
part of a pilot program that could be expanded if it meets health goals. 36 This grant
program should be further explored for the Long Term Plan.

U.S. Department of Agriculture, Rural Utilities Service, Distance
Learning and Telemedicine Grant Program
The Rural Utilities Service (RUS) was formerly known as the Rural Electrification
Administration. Today, among other programs, the RUS administers a Distance Learning
and Telemedicine (DLT) grant program to support its rural development mission. The DLT
program is designed to use the unique capabilities of telecommunications technologies to
support rural communities in connecting to each other and to the world in order to
overcome the effects of remoteness and low population density. Those eligible for grants
include most entities that provide education or healthcare through telecommunications
technologies, so NETnet and its members would clearly qualify.
The grant funding is awarded for acquisition of eligible capital assets and technical
assistance for that eligible equipment. Criteria for the grants includes “innovativeness of
the project,” under which proposed applications that use advanced telecommunications
technology in an advanced way earn higher scores. The DLT grant program is focused on
premise equipment and technology, not transmission facilities and networking.
The DLT grant program uses an annual application window, typically after the first of the
year, and grants are awarded on a competitive basis. 37 The awards can range from

34

Id, at paragraph 45.
Id, at paragraph 48.
36 https://www.fcc.gov/encyclopedia/rural-health-care
37 The Application Guide for the last fiscal year is available at
http://www.rd.usda.gov/files/UTP_2015DLTApp-Guide.pdf. The guide provides details on what costs are
35
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$50,000 to $500,000. Applicants are required to provide a 15% match, which cannot be
from another federal source.

eligible, which costs are ineligible, and the application process. In particular, costs for transmission facilities
and salaries/administrative are not eligible for funding under this grant program.
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7 Recommendations
This strategic plan has outlined a path forward for NETnet to continue delivering highspeed advanced telecommunications and collaboration services to its members for
decades to come. This plan will transition NETnet to an owner/operator services platform
made up of primarily dark fiber routes and leased transport circuits when necessary.
This transition will place NETnet in control of its own future, capable of making decisions
on the amount of bandwidth and levels of service to be provided to its member
organizations without the fear of long-term high-cost service provider contracts or the
possibility of government funding drying up.
This plan identifies an investment strategy whereby NETnet can begin to build and own
infrastructure using federal funding sources that NETnet is already participating in, in
concert with service provider partners throughout Northeast Texas.
The following Action Plan should be considered:
•

NETnet leadership must receive, review and accept the plan and determine the extent
of presentations that should be planned for NETnet leadership including the NETnet
Board, and university Board of Regents if appropriate.

•

NETnet should identify proposed routes with area incumbents and telecommunications
companies to identify common network needs and opportunities for partnership within
the Northeast Texas service territory.

•

NETnet should validate sites and fiber routes and begin to socialize the plan with local
incumbents and regional telecommunications companies.

•

NETnet should identify routes that could be serviced through a 20-year IRU, instead of
constructing new network assets. If lower cost IRU arrangements can supplant
construction costs, it would reduce funding requirements under the plan.

•

The transmission protocol for the microwave network is ATM (Asynchronous Transfer
Mode), which was deployed in the 1990s. Accordingly, replacement equipment is
relatively expensive, as it has been superseded by Internet Protocol. Replacement
microwave should be designed using Ethernet which will provide substantial savings to
NETnet.

With NETnet broadband assets known, consortium leaders and stakeholders can begin
laying out a process to increase the competitiveness of the region through the deployment
of dependable quality fiber-optic broadband services.
•

NETnet should develop an action plan and begin to push forward with developing
funding requests to begin design and construction of the network segments as outlined
in the Phasing Plan.
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•

NETnet should begin to socialize and vet the plan with potential funding agencies.

•

In particular, NETnet should proceed to submit the FCC Form 460 to USAC. This form
is necessary to certify that NETnet meets the eligibility requirements for the Healthcare
Connect Fund, and thereby opens the opportunity for cost-effective self-construction of
facilities supported by the HCF. As NETnet has been found eligible to participate in the
FCC’s Telecommunications Program, NETnet’s status as an existing recipient should
provide some benefit in the certification process.

To support future funding proposals and planning efforts, the specific healthcare and
workforce competitiveness strengths and weaknesses of the region must be researched
and quantified. As the public health and healthcare education needs of Northeast Texas
are documented, the opportunities associated with regional telehealth, training and
educational needs will come in sharp focus. NETnet’s critical enabling role will be
underscored and its economic and social impacts can be recognized and promoted to
potential funding agencies and regional partners.
•

NETnet should mobilize the faculty and staff of its member institutions to research and
provide statistical data and analyses to include in funding requests, as relevant. Such
statistics and valuable information would include:
- Those that give insight into regional public health, such as numbers on human
mortality, diseases, obesity, life expectancy, work sick days, regional dietary
constraints, access to fresh foods, access to family planning services, mental
health access, alcohol and drug treatment, emergency room or urgent care visits
versus planned preventative primary care physician visits, etc.
- Those that give insight into regional supply and demand related to Healthcare
and Healthcare Education, such as the number of physicians per square
mile/per capita, average distances from residential and populated areas to
nearest healthcare facility/clinic/ER, number of county-level
Medicare/SSI/disability recipients, first responder times, the ratio of itinerant
versus permanent healthcare staff for schools or businesses, fee-for-service or
elective health providers, and other indicators of public health and response.
- Those that give insight into the public and workforce understanding of the
insurance and administrative side of healthcare. A better educated public and
workforce will better understand and utilize specific insurance benefits and more
easily pay copays, deductibles and coinsurance, as opposed to not seeking
medical care due to financial constraints. Waiting until healthcare problems
become more severe becomes costlier with riskier treatment options, which
impact work and family.
- Those that give insight into education and workforce training efforts, such as
high school graduation rates, distance between college campuses, student
commute times, high school graduates entering education programs, identify
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barriers of entry into careers, possible gaps in minority, gender and economic
accessibility, etc.
- Those findings that indicate the economic impacts of a healthier public, a region
with more tech-savvy healthcare workforce, or the impacts of advanced
technology and Health IT on regional public health.
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Appendix A - FCC Universal Service Eligibility Form 460

Appendix A - FCC Universal Service Eligibility Form 460
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Appendix B – NETnet Member Institutions
1. Angelina College (www.angelina.edu)
2. Kilgore College (www.kilgore.edu)
3. Northeast Texas Community College (www.ntcc.edu)
4. Panola College (www.panola.edu)
5. Paris Junior College (www.parisjc.edu)
6. Stephen F. Austin University (www.sfasu.edu)
7. Texarkana College (www.texarkanacollege.edu)
8. Texas A&M University–Commerce (www.tamuc.edu)
9. Texas A&M University-Texarkana (www.tamut.edu)
10. Texas State Technical College (www.tstc.edu)
11. Trinity Valley Community College (www.tvcc.edu)
12. Tyler Junior College (www.tjc.edu)
13. The University of Texas-Tyler (www.uttyler.edu)
14. The University of Texas Health Science Center-Tyler (www.uthealth.org)
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